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Given cold shoulder by Trump,
Qatar turns to a troubled Turkey
Thomas Seibert

Washington

Q

atar, having made little headway in softening US President Donald
Trump’s position in the
conflict with its neighbours, is increasingly turning to regional ally Turkey for support but
the alliance with Ankara has yet to
produce results.
Trump and Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, a key supporter
of the Doha government, raised the
Qatar crisis in a telephone call on
June 30, but there was no indication
that Trump is changing his mind.
The White House said the leaders
spoke about ways to resolve the rift
between Qatar and other Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) members
“while ensuring that all countries
work to stop terrorist funding and to
combat extremist ideology.”
Trump has accused the government in Doha of funding terrorist
groups, a charge Qatar denies, and
has sided with Saudi Arabia against
Doha. The US State Department appears to be more inclined than the
president to call for a negotiated
settlement of the dispute but has
also failed to get Trump to change
course.
Elizabeth Landers, White House
producer for the CNN news channel, reported that Trump repeated
his anti-Qatar stance during a fundraising meeting in Washington on
June 28 that was closed to the media. Quoting a participant in the
meeting, Landers wrote on Twitter that Trump had “compared
different pronunciations of Qatar” but added that however the
country’s name was pronounced:
“You can’t help terrorists.”
Trump’s UN Ambassador Nikki
Haley told the US Congress that
the president’s priority in the Qatar
crisis was to stop Doha from funding terrorist groups.
About 50 demonstrators gathered outside the Qatari Embassy in

Hitting an impasse. Turkey’s Defence Minister Fikri Isik (L) and Qatar’s counterpart Khalid bin
Mohammed al-Attiyah (R) prior to a meeting in Ankara, on June 30.
Washington on June 28, demanding that the country end its alleged
support for terrorism and stop
what they called the persecution of
Christians. A representative of Breitbart News, a right-wing populist
news website supportive of Trump,
spoke during the demonstration
and called Qatar the “Club Med for
terrorists,” Breitbart News reported.
The protest was organised by the
National Black Church Initiative

Trump called on
all sides to “work
to stop terrorist
funding and to
combat extremist
ideology.”

(NBCI), a religious umbrella group.
NBCI President Anthony Evans said
he was “heartbroken to learn of the
extent of the persecution of our
brothers and sisters in Christ in Qatar.” Christians were being “treated
as slaves,” he said.
With no sign of Washington coming to its aid, Qatar is looking to Turkey for help. On the day Erdogan
talked to Trump, Qatari Defence
Minister Khalid bin Mohammad Al
Attiyah held talks in Ankara on the
rift among the GCC members. He
told reporters that Saudi Arabia and
its allies were waging a “bloodless
war” against Qatar.
Turkey has deployed troops in
Qatar, where it runs a military base.
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain demand the closure of the installation but Attiyah
said Turkey and Qatar were prepar-

(AFP)

ing joint exercises in defiance of the
demands.
Ankara has sent food supplies to
Qatar, which has seen borders with
its Gulf neighbours closed. The
Turkish government said the food
aid for Qatar had filled more than
70 cargo planes and totalled 5,000
tonnes. Erdogan has criticised the
Saudi position in the quarrel as
wrong under humanitarian and Islamic principles.
Ankara’s stance is causing the
deterioration of relations between
Saudi-led Gulf countries and Turkey, which faces mounting problems of its own with the West.
Thomas Seibert is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.
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In post-ISIS Mosul, Iraqis see hope but also challenges ahead
ians who lack adequate nutrition,
medicine and housing. The United
Nations is struggling to deal with
the influx of internally displaced
people living in dire conditions in
temporary camps near Mosul.

Mamoon Alabbasi

London

I

raq edged closer to announcing victory against the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Mosul after government troops captured the
Great Mosque of al-Nuri in the
Old City, where the militants’ leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi declared
his caliphate in 2014.
Military operations continued to
rid the city of the last pockets of resistance but capturing the mosque
signalled the symbolic defeat of
ISIS.
“We are seeing the end of the fake
Daesh state,” Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi said on his Twitter
account, using an Arabic acronym
for ISIS. Iraqi military spokesman
Brigadier-General Yahya Rasool
told state TV that “their (ISIS’s) fictitious state has fallen.”
Following a 3-year ordeal,

Iraqis are looking
forward to a better
life after Mosul’s
liberation from the
horrific rule of ISIS.

Back to the future. Displaced Iraqis return to their homes in
western Mosul.
Iraqis are looking forward to a
better life after Mosul’s liberation
from the horrific rule of ISIS. Many
challenges remain as the country

(AFP)

has yet to heal from its sectarian
and ethnic troubles.
There are also the pressing needs
of hundreds of thousands of civil-

The reconstruction of Mosul is
looking to be an increasingly difficult task, especially considering
the delay that other areas liberated
from ISIS in Iraq over the past two
years have experienced in returning to normalcy.
Iraqi Minister of Planning Salman al-Jumaili said the country
needs $100 billion over the next

ten years for reconstruction of
conflict-affected areas. The reconstruction plan, which requires the
help of international bodies as well
as the private sector, is to start in
2018.
Many historic sites and artefacts
in Mosul were destroyed and other
relics were stolen, making the full
restoration of the city’s heritage
unlikely. A week before its capture,
al-Nuri mosque was destroyed
by ISIS, although the militants
blamed US air strikes.
The mosque dates to the 12th
century and the loss of its iconic minaret, known as al-Hadba
(hunchback) for its leaning look,
shocked many Iraqis as it was one
of the county’s most recognisable
monuments.
Mamoon Alabbasi is an Arab
Weekly contributing editor in
London.
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Pressure on Qatar mounts as diplomacy
stalls and football scandal bubbles up
Thomas Seibert

Washington

F

our weeks after several
Gulf countries isolated Qatar over its alleged support
for terrorism, the government in Doha has come
under mounting pressure. As US
mediation efforts failed to get off
the ground, Qatar’s image took a hit
with fresh corruption allegations
that could endanger the country’s
bid to host the 2022 FIFA World
Cup.
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson hosted his Qatari counterpart
Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani in Washington and
met with Kuwaiti State Minister
Mohammad Abdullah al-Sabah.
Jordanian King Abdullah II, on a
private visit to Washington, also
planned meetings on the Qatar crisis, the Washington Post reported.
The flurry of diplomatic activity was not enough to end the
deadlock, however. Saudi Foreign
Minister Adel al-Jubeir, who was
in Washington the same day as his
Qatari and Kuwaiti counterparts
but did not meet with them, said
the list of demands presented to
Qatar was non-negotiable. Qatar’s
only solution to ending the conflict,
which has seen important sea, air
and land routes cut, is “to amend
their behaviour,” Jubeir said.

Investigations by the
FBI could yield more
details and put
Qatar’s 2022 World
Cup at risk.
The demands included calls on
Qatar to shut its Al Jazeera television network, close a Turkish military base, sever ties to the Muslim
Brotherhood and reduce contacts
with Iran. Jubeir said the position
taken by Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates and Bahrain was

clear and required the Qataris to
act on the demands. “Once they do,
things will be worked out,” Jubeir
said.
Qatar is refusing to budge, however. After meeting with Tillerson,
Sheikh Mohammed called for a
“constructive dialogue with the
parties concerned if they want to
reach a solution and overcome this
crisis,” a statement by Qatar’s Foreign Ministry said. Declaring the
list of demands to be non-negotiable was “contrary to the basis of international relations.”

The new allegations in
the FIFA report could
spell trouble for
Qatar’s ambitions.
Internal divisions within the US
administration add to the problems. Reports said Tillerson is at
odds with US President Donald
Trump’s tough line with Qatar at
a time when the US State Department is trying to get the parties to
sit down for negotiations.
Quoting aides to Tillerson, the
American Conservative magazine
reported that the secretary of state
is convinced that Trump’s statement on June 9, in which the president accused Qatar of being a “high
level” financier of terrorism, was
influenced by the UAE ambassador
to Washington and Trump’s son-inlaw, Jared Kushner.
Doha’s efforts to explain its position to the international community suffered a setback when FIFA,
the world governing body of football, published a detailed report on
corruption allegations surrounding
the successful bids of Russia and
Qatar to host the World Cup tournament in 2018 and 2022, respectively.
Hosting the event, watched by
billions of people around the globe,
is a project designed to showcase
Qatar worldwide and to put the
Gulf country of 2 million people on

Uncertainties. Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad al-Thani (L) speaks with FIFA President
Gianni Infantino at the end of the Qatar Emir Cup in Doha, last May.
the world map.
The new allegations in the FIFA
report could spell trouble for Qatar’s ambitions, said David Weinberg of the Foundation for Defense
of Democracies, a think-tank in
Washington. “This episode is sure
to represent yet another headache
for the Qataris, threatening their efforts at legitimacy and soft power,”
Weinberg said via e-mail. “There is
a chance it might even imperil their
plans to host the 2022 event.”
The report, by FIFA-appointed investigator Michael Garcia, does not
contain proof that Qatar won the
bidding with the help of corruption
but raises serious questions about
the process. Garcia, a US lawyer, resigned in 2014 but FIFA published
his full report in late June following
the publication of parts of the re-

port by a German newspaper.
Garcia, who lacked full investigative powers and depended on voluntary contributions by witnesses
and agencies, noted in his report
that Qatar cooperated fully. “Culpability is mitigated by the fact that
these issues were uncovered largely as a result of its cooperation,”
the report said about Qatar, which
won the World Cup bid against the
United States. Qatar’s World Cup
organisers said they viewed Garcia’s report as a “vindication of the
integrity of our bid.”
Still, allegations listed by Garcia
are damning for Qatar. In one instance, an adviser to the Qataris reportedly sent $2 million to the bank
account of the 10-year-old daughter
of a FIFA executive. Garcia also said
Qatar used resources of its Aspire

(Reuters)

Academy, a facility for young players, to “curry favour with [FIFA]
Executive Committee members.”
Several FIFA officials involved in
the 2010 decision have been linked
to corruption.
David Larkin, a US sports lawyer
and co-director of ChangeFIFA, a
group seeking reforms of the world
body, says the situation for Qatar
could become untenable, given
what was known about the bidding
process. “The process was rotten,”
Larkin said. “Some of the people
who voted for Qatar are ethically
challenged and have huge problems with impropriety.”
Larkin said investigations by
the FBI could yield more details
and put Qatar’s 2022 World Cup at
risk. “The Qataris are not out of the
woods yet,” he said. “Not by a mile.”

Qatar isolation likely to escalate, new sanctions considered
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

s the deadline for Qatar
to comply with the list
of demands of its neighbours neared, the likelihood of further isolation
from Saudi Arabia and its allies appeared to be a reality the tiny Gulf
country will face, with possible
ramifications for its global trading
partners.
The stalemate held as the deadline approached, with Doha insisting that demands forwarded
by Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt were
unreasonable. Doha called for negotiations, which it had previously
dismissed.
Riyadh appears to have become
more intransigent about the demands given to Doha. Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir, posting on Twitter, stated that: “Our
demands on Qatar are non-negotiable. It’s now up to Qatar to end
its support for extremism and terrorism.”
Jubeir’s statement came as both
sides of the stand-off met with US
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson in
Washington.
“We made our point; we took our
steps and it’s up to the Qataris to
amend their behaviour. Once they
do, things will be worked out but if
they don’t, they will remain isolated,” Jubeir said, adding that Qatar
knows what it has to do to return

Deadlock. US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson (R) walks with Q atari
Foreign Minister Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman
al-Thani at the US State Department in Washington, on June 27. (AP)
to the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) fold.
Qatari Foreign Minister Sheikh
Mohammed bin Abdulrahman alThani, in Washington on June 29,

said Doha along with the United
States and Kuwait, which is playing a mediator’s role in the crisis,
would be preparing responses regarding the 13 demands but did not

specify a time frame.
“We have to set the conditions
first to pursue these negotiations,”
Sheikh Mohammed said. However,
the likelihood of his response being received well by either Riyadh
or Abu Dhabi appeared to be slim,
considering statements from Saudi, UAE and Egyptian officials.
Western countries might eventually be forced to choose sides, UAE
Ambassador to Russia Omar Saif
Ghobash said, a notion which could
result in significant economic ramifications on GCC trading partners.
“You’d be forced to choose between wanting to do business with
an extremist agenda or wanting to
do business with people who are
interested in building an acceptable Middle East,” Ghobash told the
Times of London.
Ghobash said the Emirates was
aware that some countries have
significant business dealings with
Qatar, which has more than $50 billion in assets in Britain, but asked:
“Do you want Qatari money with
blood on it?”
“Investments that Qatar is making produce returns in your country that go to groups in Libya, in
Iraq, in Syria,” he added.
Ghobash said Gulf countries
have a wealth of evidence dealing
with Qatar’s alleged financing of
terror groups but was not releasing it publicly so as not to embroil
Western governments in possible
legal ramifications.
“The criticism is: ‘Where’s the
evidence?’ I suggest people wonder why there isn’t more evidence

coming out. The implications of
that evidence will be very serious,”
Ghobash said.
Britain-based Lloyds Bank said it
would no longer trade in the Qatari
riyal. “This currency is no longer available for sale or buy-back
across our high street banks including Lloyds Bank, Bank of Scotland
and Halifax,” a spokeswoman for
the bank said.

Western countries
might be forced to
choose sides, UAE
Ambassador to
Russia Omar Saif
Ghobash said.
The crisis erupted after statements attributed to Qatari Emir
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani
criticising US foreign policy and
praising Iran were carried by the
official Qatari News Agency. Saudi
Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain and Egypt
severed diplomatic ties with Doha
on June 5, saying that Qatar continued to interfere in their countries’
internal affairs and supported radical groups such as Hamas, the Taliban and the Muslim Brotherhood.
The four countries have given
Qatar a list of 13 demands to solve
the crisis, which included closing
Al Jazeera television, reducing ties
with Iran and cutting off links to
extremist groups.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
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Domestic considerations behind Qatar crisis triggers
Jordan’s stance on Qatar crisis
Saudi-Moroccan
media row
The Arab Weekly staff

Amman

F

or domestic political reasons, Jordan appears reluctant to take additional
measures against Qatar
other than reducing its
diplomatic representation in Doha
and closing Al Jazeera’s office in
Amman.
Jordan’s move came after Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain, the United Arab
Emirates and Egypt broke diplomatic relations with Qatar and imposed an embargo on it.
Qatar is accused of sponsoring terrorist organisations and of
threatening security and stability
in the region by entertaining close
relations with Iran. Doha denies the
allegations.
Jordanian-Qatari relations have
been discretely tense for some time
because of what Amman considers
provocations by Doha, especially
through Al Jazeera. Nevertheless,
Amman is treating the Qatari crisis
with care.
The boycotting countries issued
a list of demands, including that
Qatar stop supporting extremist organisations. Political observers said
Jordan was not in favour of some
of the demands, especially those
related to the Muslim Brotherhood.
Amman argued that the Muslim
Brotherhood is part of Jordan’s political life and has representatives
in the parliament. Accepting a ban
against the Muslim Brotherhood
would cause a crisis in Jordan.
Atef Tarawneh, speaker of the
Jordanian House of Representatives, said Jordan did not intend to
go beyond the measures it had already taken against Qatar and that
there was no intention of blacklisting the Muslim Brotherhood or the
Palestinian movement Hamas. A
large portion of Jordan’s population
is of Palestinian origin.
Tarawneh put out a statement
clarifying that what he had said was
based on his analysis of the situation and should not be taken as an
official Jordanian position. Jordan
has preferred to follow a policy of

Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M
The Brotherhood factor. Members of Jordan’s Muslim Brotherhood
(not pictured) wave the Jordanian national flag and flags of the
Islamist organisation as they demonstrate in Amman in 2015. (AFP)
containment with respect to the
Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood
rather than confront or ban it.
Jordanian King Abdullah II explained Jordan’s policy towards
the Muslim Brotherhood during his
latest Washington meeting with US
President Donald Trump.
Jordan’s position and policy on
this subject have put a damper on
relations with Egypt, which has
long suffered at the hands of what
it classifies as terrorist organisations and was hoping for a stricter
attitude and policy.
Amman’s position did not come
as a surprise because the Muslim
Brotherhood in Jordan has often
been in concert with the government. During the “Arab spring” of
2011, the Brotherhood thought the
circumstances were ripe for rebellion and for demanding more freedom. It failed and the Brotherhood
is once again flirting with the government after realising that there is
no way to implement its plans.
The political arm of the Muslim
Brotherhood, the Islamic Action
Front (IAF), took part in Jordan’s
parliamentary elections in 2016 after the group boycotted the previous two elections over allegations

of unfair practices in the electoral
system. The IAF and its Islamist affiliates won 15 seats in the 130-seat
lower house of parliament last September.
Analysts said the Jordanian government’s strategy of dealing with
the Muslim Brothers was risky because the group previously opted
for confrontation with the government and might do so again.
Jordan is facing another problem
as it benefits financially from its
ties with Qatar, Saudi Arabia and
the UAE.
“By choosing a watered-down
action, Amman was hoping to satisfy Riyadh and Abu Dhabi, the two
capitals leading the Qatar boycott,
without having to adopt extreme
actions,” wrote Osama al-Sharif on
the website Al-Monitor.
Jordan may soon be facing more
pressure from the Arab Gulf countries.
“In the event that Kuwait’s efforts
to resolve the Qatar crisis fail, perhaps Jordan will find itself under
greater pressure to embrace Riyadh
and Abu Dhabi’s position by severing ties with Doha,” wrote Giorgio
Cafiero and Shehab al-Makahleh for
the website lobelog.com.

orocco, a close ally
of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC),
said it would send
planeloads of food
to Qatar after Saudi Arabia and its
allies, including the United Arab
Emirates and Bahrain, cut diplomatic ties with Doha, accusing it of
supporting terrorism.
Rabat reiterated its solidarity
with the GCC, saying that its decision sought to bar the way to third
countries that may want to exploit
the situation to take positions in
Qatar and the region, a reference
to Iran.
Qatar imported 80% of its food
from Gulf Arab neighbours before
the diplomatic crisis.
Political analyst Salah Elouadie
said Morocco’s stance on the Gulf
crisis has been “wise.” However,
the Moroccan press was attentive
to expressions of discontent by
Saudi media over Rabat’s stance.
News website le360, which is
close to the Moroccan palace,
slammed a video aired by the Saudi-owned satellite news channel Al
Arabiya Al Hadath regarding the
Western Sahara dispute.
“The tone adopted by the Saudi
channel has severed the official position of the Saudi authorities that
clearly supports Morocco’s sovereignty over the Sahara,” said le360.
In April 2016, Gulf monarchies
voiced support for Morocco’s claim
over Western Sahara. Saudi King
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
stressed the GCC’s categorical rejection of harm to the interests of
Morocco over the territory.
Morocco annexed Western Sahara in 1975 and maintains it is an
integral part of the kingdom. Algeria-backed Polisario Front separatists began an armed conflict with
Morocco for an independent state,
a fight that lasted until the United

Nations brokered a ceasefire in
1991.
The graphic video depicts a brief
explanation of the history of the
Western Sahara conflict, including the essence of the speech delivered by M’hamed Khadad, the
Polisario Front coordinator at the
UN Mission for the Referendum in
Western Sahara (MINURSO), calling for Sahrawis’ right of self-determination.
“Is it through the channel founded by [Saudi] Prince Waleed bin
Ibrahim al-Ibrahim that the Saudi
authorities wanted to show Morocco the price to pay for its neutrality
on the Gulf crisis?

In April 2016,
Gulf monarchies voiced
support for Morocco’s
claim over Western
Sahara.
Al Hadath first aired the video
on its YouTube channel May 22,
2016, and rebroadcast it in midJune after Rabat’s decision to mediate in the Gulf crisis, prompting
widespread anger among Moroccans and raising questions about
its timing.
Qatar-owned Al Jazeera satellite
news channel aired excerpts of Al
Hadath’s video along with a video
broadcast by an Abu Dhabi channel hailing Morocco as a country
of co-existence between different
religions and cultures. That video
included a map showing Morocco
separated from Western Sahara.
“I think that these videos should
not be taken into consideration by
Morocco since we haven’t heard
any official statement from Saudi
Arabia and its allies on Morocco’s
initiative,” said Elouadie.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Egypt is the key to Qatar’s current crisis

View poi nt

Farouq
Yousef

L

ooking closely at Qatar’s
official discourse during
the current crisis, it is
apparent that it has
practically all been
directed at the three
opposing Gulf countries and that
little attention has been given to
Egypt.
The idea behind this propaganda
strategy is obvious. On the surface,
Qatar is trying to belittle Egypt and
ignore it as if it had no political
weight in the region and does not
deserve any attention. Deep down,
however, Doha is trying to avoid
facing the crux of its crisis, which
lies in Egypt.
Qatar’s relations with extremist movements go back to when
it began giving safe haven to the
Muslim Brotherhood and its leaders.
The Muslim Brotherhood is essentially an Egyptian organisation,
even though it has transformed into
a global one through the creation
of the International Organisation of
the Muslim Brotherhood.
There is no need to expand on
Doha’s position regarding the
overthrow of the Muslim Brothers’
regime in Egypt. Al Jazeera and
all other Qatari propaganda media
still bemoan that fateful reversal of

By focusing on secondary
reasons for its current crisis,
Qatar hopes to avoid bringing up
the main reason.

fortunes and urge people to rebel
against their government. Qatar
says the change in Egypt was part of
a conspiracy to end its influence in
North Africa.
Qatar has been trying to hide the
fact that its anti-Egyptian sentiments and actions caused its 2014
crisis. In dealing with its current
crisis, Qatar is trying to take advantage of the complexity of the 2014
crisis, its expanded geographical
territory and the many parties it

used to bring chaos to the region.
By focusing on secondary reasons
for its current crisis, Qatar hopes to
avoid bringing up the main reason.
That reason emanates from Doha’s
organic and complex relations with
the Muslim Brotherhood.
The Muslim Brothers are trying
to regain power in Egypt through
acts of violence against Egyptian
society. By persisting in backing and
protecting the Muslim Brotherhood,
Qatar is implicitly taking part in the

Qatar does
not seem
concerned
about
Egypt’s
security or
the security
of any other
country.

conspiracy against Egypt’s stability
and security.
It would be useless to get into an
argument with Qatar about whether
the Muslim Brotherhood is a terrorist
organisation acting under the cover
of religion. To get an idea about the
Brotherhood’s relationship with violence, look back at its time in power.
Throughout its history, the Brotherhood legitimised the use of violence
against civilians.
Qatar does not seem concerned
about Egypt’s security or the security
of any other country for that matter.
This is political myopia. Or is it perhaps that Egypt’s existence does not
mesh well with the tiny Gulf state’s
ambition to control the lives of the
people in North Africa? If that is the
case, it would be ironic and sad.
What is even more ridiculous is
that Qatar wants to cover the failure
of its plan in Egypt by ignoring the
latter in its discourse meant for the
Gulf countries.
For the angry Gulf countries, Qatar’s decision to avoid the real reason
for the crisis is useless. The central
issue has nothing to do with “misgivings by neighbours” to borrow
the expression of a Qatari official.
The issue is beyond the neighbours’
borders.
The Qatari leadership needs to look
at the crisis in its real size, which
reaches all the way to Egypt. It is not
that difficult for the Qataris to realise
that the solution to their crisis is in
Egypt.
Farouk Yousef is an Iraqi writer.
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News & Analysis

Relieved but wary, Iraqis see last hour for ISIS in Mosul
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

I

raq has announced the end
of the caliphate of the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Mosul and vowed
to declare total victory against
militants in the city within the
“next few days” as fighting continued to rage.
“We are seeing the end of the fake
Daesh state. The liberation of Mosul
proves that,” Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi said on Twitter, using the Arabic acronym for ISIS. “We
will not relent. Our brave forces will
bring victory.”
Inside Mosul, Iraqi Staff Lieutenant-General Abdul Ghani al-Assadi
told Agence France-Presse: “In the
next few days, we will announce
the final victory over Daesh,” which
he estimated to have 200-300 mainly foreign fighters left in the city.
At the Pentagon, US-led coalition
spokesman US Army Colonel Ryan
Dillon said “imminent” victory
was expected “in days rather than
weeks.” Dillon warned that “the Old
City still remains a difficult, dense,
suffocating fight — tight alleyways
with booby traps, civilians, and
(ISIS) fighters around every corner.”
ISIS captured Mosul in June 2014
and Iraqi forces embarked on a USbacked military mission to liberate
the city last October.
On June 29, Iraqi forces captured
the iconic Great Mosque of al-Nuri
in Mosul’s Old City, where ISIS lead-

er Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi declared
the group’s caliphate three years
ago. The mosque and its renowned
minaret were destroyed by ISIS,
Iraqi officials said, but the militants
blamed US air strikes.
“It was the last icon for the historic city of Mosul and a valuable symbol,” Amir al-Jumaili, a professor at
the Archaeology College in Mosul,
told the Associated Press (AP).
“The minaret was built with seven bands of decorative brickwork
in complex geometric patterns also
found in Persia and Central Asia.
Its tilt and the lack of maintenance
made it particularly vulnerable to
blasts,” Reuters reported.
There are increasing concerns
that ISIS won’t let go of its last
pockets of resistance without incurring heavy civilian casualties.
The group is known for its disregard for the most basic of human
rights and for using civilians as human shields.
There are also fears over the fate
of civilians killed by Iraqi or US-led
coalition fire.
While Iraqi special forces Major
Dhia Thamir told the AP that the
“hundreds of bodies under the
rubble… are all Daesh,” Iraqi Major-General Sami al-Aridi acknowledged that civilians had been killed
by air strikes and artillery. “Of
course there is collateral damage. It
is always this way in war,” he told
the AP. “The houses are very old, so
any bombardment causes them to
collapse completely.”
The United Nations urged the Ira-

Key dates in the battle for Mosul
June 2014: The Islamic State (ISIS)
seizes Iraq’s second biggest city of
Mosul.
October 17, 2016: Tens of thousands of Iraqi forces launch an offensive to recapture Mosul, with air
and ground support from a US-led
coalition. Kurdish forces take part in
operations north and east of the city.
November 1: The Iraqi Army says
it has entered Mosul city for the first
time since 2014.
November 23: Shia-dominated
paramilitary units say they have cut

ISIS supply lines between Mosul and
Syria.
December 29: Government troops
end a two-week pause and launch
the second phase of their assault on
east Mosul.
January 24, 2017: Iraq says eastern
parts of Mosul have been “fully liberated.”
February 19: Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi announces the start
of the battle for western Mosul.
February 24: Iraqi forces seize
control of Mosul airport and enter

Time is up. A member of the Iraqi special forces puts on a watch belonging to a former ISIS militant
bearing the group’s logo in the Old City of Mosul, on June 29.
(AFP)
qi government to halt the “forced
evictions” of families suspected of
having ties to ISIS. The families had
received threatening letters giving
them a deadline for leaving.
“We urge the Iraqi government to
take action to halt such imminent
evictions or any type of collective
punishment and to reinforce the
formal justice system to bring per-

their first west Mosul neighbourhood.
May 4: Iraqi forces launch a second front in north-western Mosul to
further seal the siege on the Old City.
May 16: Iraq says it has recaptured
almost 90% of western Mosul.
June 18: Iraqi forces launch an assault to retake the Old City, where
the United Nations says ISIS may be
holding more than 100,000 civilians
as human shields.
(Agence France-Presse)

petrators to justice,” UN human
rights spokesman Rupert Colville
told a news briefing in Geneva.
There have been many reprisal
attacks, which include torture and
summary executions, by government-sanctioned militias against
people suspected of having ties to
ISIS.
Reining in tribal revenge mentality as well as sectarian and ethnically linked attacks is expected to be
Iraq’s main challenge in the coming
months. ISIS has footholds in small
areas in al-Anbar province and the
group’s appeal thrives on sectarian
and ethnic sentiments.
Another consistent oxygen provider to the flame of such groups
has been the poor living conditions
for many Iraqis, especially in the
Sunni-majority areas. The reconstruction of those areas, as well as
the development of Iraq remain a
challenge, especially when considering allegations of corruption that
have been levelled against Iraqi officials since 2003.

Corruption has not only harmed
the country’s internal stability but
it makes the task of the government
of Iraq, an oil-rich country, even
harder as it seeks investment from
beyond its borders.
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi concluded a 3-day tour of
Saudi Arabia, Iran and Kuwait. This
was touted as part of an Iraqi effort
to boost ties with its neighbours,
which should help with the country’s reconstruction. However, despite statements of goodwill, there
were hardly any tangible deals announced.
On the day Abadi returned to
Iraq, Iraqi Parliament Speaker
Salim al-Jabouri met with the British Ambassador to Baghdad Frank
Baker and asked for British support
for Iraq’s displaced people and reconstruction efforts.
The trend of looking for foreign
financial support is expected to
continue as the need for money to
solve many of Iraq’s woes has never
been more pressing.

Planning must start for after ISIS

View poi nt

Ahmad
Abou Douh

T

here are people in the
United States who say
that Washington
should accept the
“Iranian Crescent” as a
reality. It would be
useful to distinguish between the
two axes of Iran’s strategy in the
Gulf region: There is the axis of
the “faith crescent” with a
sectarian bent and the axis of the
“strategic corridor” based on
geographical continuity.
The “faith crescent” is not
limited by geographical boundaries and need not be composed of
contiguous countries. It includes
Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Bahrain,
Yemen and any other country
with a Shia minority. The “strategic corridor,” however, must
include a straight line of adjoining
countries, such as Iraq, Syria and
Lebanon. This corridor is the
primary basis for the faith
crescent.
US behaviour in the region is
perplexing. In Syria, the US
Defence Department is following a
strategy that is different from the
declared official strategy. The
latter is based on fighting extremist organisations — the Islamic
State (ISIS) in particular — plus
halting Iran’s influence in the
region.

Proper scenarios for power
transfers in Syria and Iraq will
have to be found and this
requires effort and time.

What we are seeing in Iraq and
Syria, however, is a slowing of the
pursuit of the first objective so
more attention can be given to the
second. The United States is
fighting Iranian influence on
paper only so the results of that
fight will be reflected in the fight
against ISIS.
The Tehran-Beirut axis was in
place long before the United
States’ current strategy in the
region. The strategy followed by
the Trump administration is
hampered by the results of the
policy of non-intervention
followed by the Obama administration.
When senior officials in the
Trump administration decided to
have the United States return to
Syria, they were thinking more in
terms of laying hands on Russia’s
share in Syria and delaying
looking into Iran’s share until ISIS
was defeated. The same thing is
happening in Iraq. Without
intending it, US war planes
involved in the battle for Mosul
are, at the same time, securing
Iran’s corridor leading to the
Syrian border via Tal Afar and
Al-Baaj.
The US strategy in Iraq and Syria
is based on haste. The United
States wants to score strategic
victories by speeding up operations in Mosul and starting the
battle for Raqqa, regardless of
future developments. In Mosul,
for instance, there is no coherent
strategy for the post-ISIS era, just
as there was no strategy for the

period preceding the arrival of
ISIS. The only difference between
the periods is that, instead of
having Iran’s influence restricted
in the south, we find it spread all
over Iraq. It is feared that the
same is true in the case of Syria.
There is no clear American
strategy for that part of the world.
The United States simply keeps
repeating the same failures.
In Syria, the United States
seems to focus on arbitrary
objectives, resembling in this
particular aspect Russian President Vladimir Putin’s strategy. An
air strike here and shooting down
a Syrian plane there are actions
within the context of a “show of
strength” between Moscow and
Washington with Syria as the
prize. Trump and Putin seem to be
poised to re-enact the Cuban
Missile Crisis in Syria.
The United States knows that
Russia has given everything it
could to the Assad regime. Russia
knows that the United States is
burdened by the Obama legacy in
the region and therefore has no
leverage to impose its agenda. The
United States has lost the game
before starting it.
The United States is also slow in
carrying out its single-purpose
strategy, which is doing battle
with ISIS. Even the air strike on a
Hezbollah convoy near Al-Tanf
border crossing between Iraq and
Syria was a circumstantial
military reaction rather than part
of a comprehensive strategy.
Protecting the area around the

The US
strategy in
Iraq and
Syria is
based on
haste.

Al-Tanf crossing would amount to
placing a roadblock on the road all
the way from Iran through the
Iraqi governorate of Karbala and
leading to Palmyra and Damascus
in Syria. What, however, about
other similar roads via Tal Afar
and Al-Baaj?
Former US Ambassador in Syria
Robert Ford indicated in a recent
interview that the United States is
aware that Iranian supplies to
Syria do not flow only through
Iraq but also through Beirut and
Damascus Airport and that the
Americans are ready to live with
that for the moment. The United
States, then, is willing to tolerate
Iran’s influence in the region if it
does not overflow its present
confines and reach the Gulf
countries and the Suez Canal.
The blurry situation in the
region will continue as long as
finding a solution to the Syrian
war remains outside Washington’s
priorities. Only when the phase of
fighting ISIS runs its course and
the United States turns its attention to the Syrian file can we talk
about ending Iran’s influence in
the region.
Proper scenarios for the transfer
of power in Syria and Iraq will
have to be found and this requires
effort and time. In the meantime,
there is a need to start planning
for the post-ISIS era so the region
does not go back to where it was
before ISIS.
Ahmad Abou Douh is an Egyptian
writer.
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What’s in store for Iraq after Mosul?

Majed Sameraei

Kicking out
a bunch of
passing thugs
wouldn’t have
been a problem
were it not
for the initial
betrayal of the
security forces
and corrupt
politicians.

Mohamad Bazzi

It is clear that
ISIS is adopting
the methods
of a leaderless
jihad, a
strategy that
al-Qaeda tried.

F

ollowing the
defeat of the
Islamic State
(ISIS) — the
eponym of
extremism, death
and savagery —
the return of
Mosul to its
inhabitants and to its country
deserves official recognition.
It was expected that the people
of Mosul and their Iraqi brethren would eventually kick out
the invaders; they’ve done it all
throughout their long history.
Kicking out a bunch of passing
thugs wouldn’t have been a
problem were it not for the initial
betrayal of the security forces and
corrupt politicians.
Iraqis were puzzled by the quick
fall of Mosul and other cities to
the hands of ISIS in 2014 and they
continue to be puzzled by the
military effort it took to liberate
it. Was this band of thugs mighty
enough to defeat three trained
army divisions in 2014? Was it
strong enough to require the combined efforts of American, Iranian
and Iraqi troops and all kinds of
modern weaponry to dislodge it
in 2017?
For Iraqis, the victory over ISIS
must be a sign of renewed capacities but are Mosul’s problems over
with the removal of extremism?
What about the trauma of horror
that children have been subjected
to? Will Mosul’s inhabitants be
subjected to another wave of
humiliation? Will Mosul witness
the birth of political forces bent on
drowning the city with new political complications?
Mosul needs a fair governing body with no connections to
the governorate’s council. I’m in
favour of appointing a military
governor to head an independent people’s committee with no
connections to political parties or
militias.
The first lesson from Mosul’s
experience is the importance of a
strong central authority. Because
there was no strong central government in 2014, a few scores of
terrorists could seize a major city
the size of Mosul, which was supposedly under the protection of
three heavily armed divisions.
Some analysts did not waste any
time putting the blame on Mosul’s
inhabitants themselves. They
relied on the fact that Mosul was
home to former officers and soldiers from the previous regime’s
army, which had been disbanded
disgracefully. At the beginning,
these military men did not stop
ISIS invaders and even aided them
during the initial days of the inva-

Shattered heritage. Smoke billows from the ruined Great Mosque of al-Nuri after it was retaken by
the Iraqi forces at the Old City in Mosul, on June 29.
(Reuters)
sion. Later, however, they turned
against ISIS.
The elation over Mosul’s victory
over ISIS should not eclipse the
city’s post-ISIS concerns. On a
political level, the Iraqi government and its governing parties
should consider the political
reasons, before the military ones,
that facilitated ISIS’s invasion of
Iraq. This means reviewing and
correcting the humiliating and
anti-democratic political measures implemented against Mosul’s
inhabitants and the rest of Iraq’s
Sunni Arab governorates.
On a strategic level, everybody
is wondering who will win the
trust of Mosul’s inhabitants. Will
it be Iraqi Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi’s government or the traditional Sunni forces? Could it be the
Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF)
or will we witness the rise of new
liberal forces heralding the birth of
a new Iraq?
Logically, Abadi has a better
chance in Mosul, given that he
is the prime minister and commander of the armed forces, but it
depends on whether he works towards a genuine project of national

unity or the interests of one party
or the other.
Security concerns have dominated Iraq’s political realm since 2003
when terrorist organisations made
their appearance. However, the security problem in Iraq is part of the
political problem. If political issues
continue to poison Iraq, Iraqis risk
seeing the birth of new extremist
organisations and the return of the
cycle of violence and death.
We have yet to see positive signs
of unified positions among the
governing parties. The parties of
the Shia bloc, just like their counterparts in the Sunni bloc, continue to fight each other and Kurdish
political forces are not concerned
with a unified Iraq.
With the Mosul phase over,
international forces in Syria have
returned to jockeying for influence along the Iraqi-Syrian border.
Daraa, Latakia and Raqqa are at
the centre of an intense struggle
between Kurdish and Shia militias.
In the so-called secure zones along
Syria’s borders with Turkey, Jordan
and Iraq, units belonging to the
PMF with Russia behind them are
trying to link up with forces from

the Syrian Army. They’re playing a
chess game with forces belonging
to the Syrian Democratic Forces
backed by the Americans. A tussle
is going on between Russia and the
United States and between Iran
and Turkey.
There might not be a clear
winner in the Syrian contest and
no parties have an interest to be
gleaned from partitioning Syria.
Russia wants permanent bases in
Syria and the United States wants
to contain Iran in the region. Iran
has its strategic goals and Turkey
is more concerned with its internal
security, especially with Kurdish
mobilisation in Iraq.
In light of this fuzzy situation in
a highly volatile area on the brink
of tremendous transformation,
politicians in Iraq should take a
second look at their goals. They
must start planning, prioritising
the interests of common Iraqi citizens before any partisan or sectarian loyalty. They also need to wean
themselves from foreign influence,
for nobody serves Iraq better that
its own children.
Majed Sameraei is an Iraqi writer.

Mosul’s fall won’t stop Islamic State spreading fear

I

raqi officials have
declared that the Islamic
State’s caliphate is
finished. After months of
urban warfare and US air
strikes, Iraqi forces said
they are on the verge of
expelling the militants
from their last holdouts in

Mosul.
“Their fictitious state has fallen,” an Iraqi general told state TV
after troops captured a symbolically important mosque in Mosul’s
old city. In Syria, US-backed rebels
are moving quickly through the
eastern city of Raqqa, the capital
of the self-proclaimed caliphate.
With the imminent fall of the
last two urban centres under ISIS’s
control in Syria and Iraq, the group
has lost much of its territory. ISIS
militants on June 21 destroyed
the historic Grand Mosque of
al-Nuri, where three years ago, as
ISIS swept across northern Iraq,
ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi
declared a caliphate.
The ruined mosque’s capture
by Iraqi forces is the most public
symbol of the caliphate’s fall but
it does not mean the end of ISIS or
its reign of violence.

The severe loss of territory in
Syria and Iraq means that routes
for foreign jihadists to reach the
self-declared caliphate have contracted but the group still has the
capability to attract recruits, secure weapons, raise funds through
theft and extortion and dispatch
sympathisers to carry out attacks
abroad.
As it gets weaker on the ground,
ISIS has less to lose by unleashing
attacks outside of Syria and Iraq.
The jihadist group has quickly
claimed responsibility for a spate
of attacks on civilians in Europe,
especially in Britain and France.
ISIS has adjusted to the imminent loss of its physical caliphate
in Syria and Iraq and to the potential loss of its top leaders. In June,
Russian officials said they believed
they had killed Baghdadi in an air
strike that targeted a gathering
of senior jihadists outside Raqqa.
The claim has not been confirmed
and Baghdadi was erroneously
reported killed in the past. However, continued fighting and new
attacks underscore that the group
must have contingency plans in
place to deal with the loss of its
senior leadership.

Indeed, it is clear that ISIS is
adopting the methods of a leaderless jihad, a strategy that al-Qaeda
tried. For more than a year, ISIS
has inspired lone-wolf attackers to act in its name, especially
in the West. These radicalised
individuals are heeding the call
of ISIS leaders to use whatever
methods they have at their disposal — trucks, cars, knives and
axes — to carry out attacks that
amplify the group’s reach.
These attacks allow ISIS’s
leaders to create an illusion of
strength to make up for their battlefield losses. They also signal
that the group would revert to
its roots as a jihadist insurgency,
bent on large- and small-scale
attacks that instil fear but do little
to help the militants keep control
of territory in Syria and Iraq.
That is not to say the loss
of territory has not weakened
the group and caused some of
its operations to fail. On June
19, a 31-year-old man rammed
into a French police van on the
Champs-Élysées in Paris with an
improvised car bomb. The explosives failed to detonate and the
assailant was killed. A day later,

a Moroccan national tried to set
off a suitcase bomb packed with
nails and gas canisters inside the
central train station in Brussels.
Security forces killed the man.
During Ramadan in 2016, ISIS
urged its sympathisers to carry
out bombings, mass shootings
and stabbings across Europe, the
Middle East and Asia. The group
called for a similar campaign during Ramadan this year but there
were far fewer successful attacks.
Despite the amateurish nature
of some recent attempts, cadres
of militants who trained and
fought with ISIS in Iraq and Syria
have returned to Europe and
are able to train and radicalise
others. By relying on lone-wolf
attacks by individuals who are
self-radicalised — and, in some
cases, mentally unstable — ISIS
projects a greater reach than it actually has and it can continue to
spread fear, even as its caliphate
crumbles.
Mohamad Bazzi is a journalism
professor at New York University
and former Middle East bureau
chief at Newsday. Distributed by
Reuters.
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Fighting terrorism
after Mosul and Raqqa

I

n the midst of turmoil, the Middle East and North Africa
region may be at a turning point.
Three years after the Islamic State (ISIS) captured the
Iraqi city of Mosul, there is hope that a new day is dawning. Iraqi forces have recaptured Mosul’s iconic Great
Mosque of al-Nuri from ISIS fighters and the city’s inhabitants can contemplate a future free of control by the brutal
extremist group.
In Raqqa, the Syrian city that served as capital of the group’s
self-proclaimed caliphate from 2014, US-backed forces say they
are quickly encircling ISIS.
Developments in Mosul and Raqqa show that ISIS is rapidly
losing ground in Iraq and Syria. Of course, it is not totally
defeated as a fighting force and the perverted ideology it
espouses remains a threat in disparate parts of the world.
But, three years to the month from ISIS’s messianic proclamation of a “caliphate,” the group is on the run, harried, hunted
and pursued throughout the region by armies big and small.
Even to its followers, the ISIS narrative of a messianic conquest
lies in ruins, just like the al-Nuri mosque that the group
destroyed before it fled Mosul.
The recent success in fighting ISIS would not have been
possible without a renewed sense of determination on the part
of the international community and the resistance offered by
local populations. Still more is needed. Even after retaking
Mosul and Raqqa, extremism will remain a potent force for ill.
Flushed out of the Levant, many ISIS militants could return to
their countries of origin or fan out across the world to pursue
their deadly mission.
Both will be a problem. Large numbers of marginalised
Muslim young people are attracted to ISIS’s blood-soaked
message. Therefore, dealing with radicalisation — its causes and
consequences — is as urgent as it ever was.
Then there is the issue of terrorist financing. There are many
sources of financing for extremist activities. For the sake of
global peace and security, the taps of all terrorist financing,
from every source, must be turned off.
In this regard, the crisis over alleged Qatari involvement in
terrorist financing has already produced results. It has taken the
issue centre stage. The world is talking about the subject. More
than ever, an international consensus is building on the need to
address the issue with determination.
This is not a trivial development in the global fight against
terrorism. Those who finance extremism seed insecurity, which
hinders societal growth and development across the Arab
world, the region most bloodied by terrorism.
The debate about terrorist financing and the charges levelled
at Doha in this regard have had unexpected and interesting
results. Jihadist militias in Libya are heeding the portents and
dissolving on their own. It can hardly be reassuring for Qatar
that its two significant allies in the crisis are Turkey and Iran,
which are also accused of fuelling regional instability.
Doha should dispense with dilatory tactics, address the
concerns raised by its neighbours and the United States and
seriously examine the accusations of terrorist financing. In so
doing, it would help the international community extend its
fight against terrorism beyond the brave new dawn opening
over Mosul and Raqqa.
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Today, open
debate in
Turkey is not
possible for
any individual
who doesn’t
want to end up
in jail.

W

hen a country
moves from
being an open,
democratic society to more
authoritarian
and less democratic, it is often
small, seemingly unimportant
shifts in the culture that signal
trouble ahead.
In Turkey’s case, there have been
more than enough large shifts that
signal this movement towards
authoritarianism. The mass arrest
of intellectuals, members of the
judiciary and military and journalists, a purge in the civil service
and educational institutions of
anyone opposed to the government for any reason, a crackdown
on free speech and a more antagonistic stance towards anyone who
criticises these anti-democratic
measures on the international
stage — have all been seen in Turkish society in the past few years
under the increasingly authoritarian leadership of President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan.
This movement towards a more
conservative, closed society is also
happening in smaller ways.
Alpaslan Durmus, head of the
Turkish Education Ministry’s curriculum board, announced that
the theory of evolution was one
of the “controversial” subjects
that would be removed from the
country’s Grade 9 curriculum. Durmus basically said that the issue
was too complicated for 14- and
15-year-olds to understand, a comment that betrays a patronising
and belittling attitude towards just
how much young people can learn
in the highly technological world
of the 21st century.
There is far more to this move,
however, than concerns about how
much hard stuff young Turkish
minds can grasp. In his increasingly religiously conservative style of
leadership, Erdogan has turned the
country’s education system into
another battleground between him
and his opponents. He has spoken
repeatedly of raising “pious generations,” a comment that seems
more at home in a heavily religious
country such as Saudi Arabia than
in the more secular Turkey.
In and of itself, the decision to
delay the teaching of evolution is
not an earth-shattering development. A 2011 Ipsos poll indicated
about 60% of Turkish respondents
said they consider themselves
creationists. Even in a Western
country such as the United States,
41% of Americans polled said they

consider themselves creationists.
The difference, however, is in
the opposition’s ability to argue
against these ideas. In the United
States, for instance, scientists have
long been able to use the courts
to quash attempts by creationists
to force-feed students in public
schools their ideas. In Turkey, at a
time when criticising the government in any form can get you dismissed from your job or arrested,
it’s not hard to envision that
scientists will be reticent to argue
against this development.
As daunting as the anti-evolution stance of everyone’s government may be, there was yet
another subtle sign of Turkey’s
movement towards a more religiously conservative society. Along
with the elimination of teaching
evolution, it’s likely the new curriculum will reduce the amount
of time spent studying secularism
and the founding father of Turkey,
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk.

Erdogan’s plan has
picked up speed
after last year’s
abortive coup
attempt.
In the long run, this will have
a much more profound effect on
Turkish society and culture than
the teaching of evolution. In the
past few years, there has been a
gradual unveiling of Erdogan’s
master plan to move Turkey
farther from its secular past and
towards a much more conservative
religious future, a plan that picked
up speed after last year’s abortive
coup attempt. His comments about
the place of women in Turkish society, the way his government has
elevated religious viewpoints to
the forefront, even his comments
above about “pious” generations
show in what direction he wants to
lead Turkey in the 21st century.
If Turkey were a truly open
society in which ideas such as this
could be debated in the media and
public gatherings, these changes
would not seem so ominous. However, in the Turkey of 2017, open
debate is not possible, nor even
advisable, for any individual who
doesn’t want to end up in a Turkish
jail.
Tom Regan is a regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly and a
columnist at factsandopinion.com.
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US-Russia political passion play gets more deadly

P

Russia’s
record offers
useful
pointers to
its course in
the Middle
East.

redictably enough, a
statement from Washington on Syria is
generally swiftly
followed by one from
Moscow on the same
subject. So, when White House
Press Secretary Sean Spicer
warned Syrian President Bashar
Assad against any chemical
attack, Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov immediately
slammed “such threats against
the Syrian leadership” as “unacceptable.”
The war of words between the
United States and Russia in the
Middle East has acquired qualities
of a political passion play. The worry is that it will change character
and the drama will become visceral
and dangerously physical.
Could it?
In dollar-rouble terms, it’s a
non-starter. Russia’s economy is
one-tenth the size of America’s and
it spends approximately the same
percentage — but a substantial
monetary difference — on defence.
One former Russian ambassador
was recently quoted as saying his
people are “realists, we can compare figures.” So, militarily at least,
there will be no direct contest.
What about the one for hearts and
minds?
Unlike the long-gone days of the
Soviet Union, Russia has no alternative political vision to the United
States’ to offer Middle Eastern leaders. Calls for anti-imperial neutrality won’t cut it the way they did in
the 1950s and 1960s. It cannot any
longer appeal to an Arab nationalism that defines itself in opposition
to the West. Russia, both at home
and abroad, is no harbinger of progressive change premised around
socialist socio-economic systems.
If anything, Russia’s only real
advantage is that it offers a choice,
one that allows regional entities to
play big powers off each other.
In some ways, there is little to
choose between Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s pragmatism and
that displayed by US President
Donald Trump. Russia’s president
never delivered human rights lectures; the US president has promised to dispense with the tiresome
habit indulged in by his predecessors. Putin’s Russia is passionately
opposed to what it describes as the
West’s policy of regime change.
In April 2016, candidate Trump
seemed to agree, criticising the

Claude Salhani

I

Rashmee Roshan Lall

On the
Palestinian
side,
President
Mahmoud
Abbas is
politically
incapable of
making
meaningful
concessions.

Under Russia’s umbrella. Syrian President Bashar Assad enters the
cockpit of a Russian SU-35 fighter jet as he inspects the Russian
Hmeimim airbase in the province of Latakia, on June 27.
(AP)
“dangerous idea that we could
make Western democracies out of
countries that had no experience
or interest in becoming a Western
democracy.”
And yet, there is reason to be
concerned that Russia renewed its
military engagement in the Middle
East starting in September 2015.
It was an unexpected but decisive
play for power in the region 43
years after its ignominious expulsion from Egypt by former Egyp-

tian President Anwar Sadat.
Now, Russia’s growing Middle
East portfolio includes the following: It is a power broker in Syria and
potential dealmaker in Libya; it is
friendly with Egypt’s Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, Turkey’s Recep Tayyip
Erdogan and Israel’s Binyamin Netanyahu; it is on good-enough terms
with Iran to call it a partner; it has
secured Qatari investment in the
state-owned oil giant Rosneft and
it has agreed to OPEC’s desired oil

However, as anyone with a grain
of knowledge of the Middle East
will attest, his failure to secure a
lasting peace initiative could have
been predicted. There is no quick
fix for this 70-year-old problem.
Indeed, the only fix seems to be the
one set by Israel and peace does not
seem to be in the cards or on Israeli
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s agenda.
History has shown that any real
move towards a peace deal between Arabs and Israelis requires
the full attention of the office of the
president of the United States and
all the prestige that goes with it.
That was the case when US President Jimmy Carter convened Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin at the Camp David presidential retreat in 1978. The Camp David
peace accords were eventually
signed, paving the way for the first
peace deal between Israel and an
Arab country.
Given the political upheaval surrounding Trump and the controversies surrounding several major
issues he is trying to address on the
domestic front — health reform, tax
reform, etc. — the US president will
find it extremely difficult to devote
time exclusively to resolving the
complex and delicate Middle

East conflict.
If one is to read the political tea
leaves correctly, Trump’s problems
are likely to increase, despite the
US Supreme Court ruling partially in favour of his travel ban on
people from six Muslim-majority
countries.
Why, despite all the early optimism that the president could
quickly wrap up a Middle East
peace deal, do we seem caught up
in the same quicksand environment that the previous 17 major
attempts at resolving the dispute
fell into?
Despite optimism that came
with the new American president
and the winds of change that are
blowing through the region, why
is there still lethargy in the Middle
East to negotiating peace?
There are two basic reasons for
this. First, there is absolutely no
trust between the two principal
antagonists. Netanyahu is firmly
opposed to granting the Palestinians the state they desire and
deserve. So long as he remains in
power, the likelihood of the Palestinians creating an independent
state is next to nil.
On the Palestinian side, President Mahmoud Abbas is politically
incapable of making meaningful
concessions, especially given the

Why are Arabs and Israelis unable
to reach a peaceful settlement?
remember in junior high
school learning about the
Hundred Years’ War
between England and
France and laughing,
thinking how impossible it
would be. Looking at the conflict
between the Palestinians and
Israel, however, we come to
realise that we are not far from
reaching the landmark century
point. Only 30 years to go and, at
the rate relations are going, this
conflict might surpass the
100-year mark.
The setback in such instances is
that the longer a conflict remains
unresolved, the more difficult it becomes to resolve it. Time changes
everything, including conflicts.
The principal actors change,
their position on the world stage
changes, their supporters change.
Alliances and friends can change,
as can one’s enemies. This conflict
has changed faces more than once.
What began as a conflict over real
estate has metamorphosed into
a clash of ideologies, politics and
religions.
US President Donald Trump had
high hopes of making rapid headway in narrowing the wide divide
keeping the Palestinians and Israelis apart and ironing out a quick fix
in the early days of his presidency.

output cuts as the result of Putin’s
growing rapport with Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz.
What might Russia do with this
burgeoning group of friends and
influencers? It will, in the words of
the election slogan recently used
by British Prime Minister Theresa
May, enshrine the “strong and stable.” As has oft been documented,
Russian policy wonks and pundits
view the Arab uprisings, the colour
revolutions in former Soviet republics and the occasional obstreperous protest at home as part of
the same destabilising chain that
allows terrorist entities to flourish. To this end, it will prop up the
status quo even when that system
is in opposition to its own people.
Russia’s record offers useful
pointers to its course in the Middle
East. Omar Ashour, a security specialist at University of Exeter in the
United Kingdom, said that in the
region’s “six-decade-long history
of state-directed chemical mass
murder, one power has consistently protected the perpetrators:
Russia.”
It is a pugnacious point but Ashour makes it well. Half-a-century
ago, he pointed out, the Soviet
Union stifled condemnations of
Egyptian President Gamal Abdel
Nasser’s attacks on the Yemenis,
leading then-UN Secretary-General
U Thant to declare that he was
powerless to deal with the matter.
Russia is now back to its old
ways. Some would say it has generally encouraged and protected
the very worst behaviour, not just
silencing debate about the Syrian
regime in the UN Security Council,
but perhaps contributing to April’s
alleged chemical attack by secretly
reneging on the 2013 framework
for elimination of Syrian chemical
weapons.
This is why the thrust and parry
of the most recent White HouseKremlin exchange on future Syrian
chemical attacks is so dispiriting.
Putin will brook no scrutiny on
his regional clients. Trump may
lob missiles but, to paraphrase the
poet, there is an infinity of angles
at which he may fall and none at
which he stands.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly. Her
blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.

fact that he only speaks for the Palestinians living in the West Bank.
The Palestine Liberation Organisation has no control over the Gaza
Strip, where 1.86 million people
live under the rule of the pro-Islamists of the Hamas movement.
Hamas, under the influence
of the Sunni Gulf countries, has
begun to distance itself from the
Iranians and the Muslim Brotherhood, a first step in a long process
that will hopefully lead to a peaceful settlement eventually.
In the meantime, there is plenty
of blame to go around. Each side’s
demands can be justified, up to a
point. You cannot blame the Israelis for their intransigence when it
comes to the question of security.
As much as Netanyahu likes to
remind anyone who will listen that
the United States is Israel’s best
friend and that the United States
will never let Israel down, there is
a point beyond which Israel will
not outsource its security, even to
the United States.
As for the Palestinians, who have
spent seven decades under conditions of occupation with no state to
call their own, can we really blame
them?
Claude Salhani is a regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
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Four years after losing Egypt,
Muslim Brotherhood in tatters
Amr Emam

Cairo

O

n June 30, 2012, Muslim
Brotherhood figure Muhammad Morsi took the
oath of office, becoming
Egypt’s president and
fulfilling a more than an 80-year
political project.
A year later, millions of Egyptians took to the streets, protesting
Morsi’s rule. Four years on and the
Muslim Brotherhood is out of politics in Egypt, designated as a terrorist group and devoid of any real
popular support in the country of
its birth.
“Look at the Brotherhood now,”
said Mokhtar Noah, a former member of the group. “It has never been
weaker.”
The Muslim Brotherhood is in
tatters, with half of its leaders in
jail and the other half in exile. Support for the group is at an all-time
low amid rejection of the group’s
violent rhetoric after Morsi’s ouster
and because of the government’s
massive security clampdown.
This, however, is less about the
Muslim Brotherhood and Egypt
than the state of political Islam
throughout the Arab region, experts said.
The Muslim Brotherhood’s rise
in Egypt, Tunisia, Libya and Morocco following the “Arab spring”
emboldened its branches in Syria,
Yemen and elsewhere to push for
change.
“This was why this rise was
cautiously welcomed in the Gulf,
where Brotherhood sleeper cells
awaited their moment of empowerment,” said Ekram Badr el-Din, a
political science professor at Cairo
University. “The Muslim Brotherhood wanted to rule everywhere,
even though it did not have a practical programme.”
In Egypt, the group’s development programme, known as the
Renaissance Project, was hardly
successful. Economic development

Routed. Supporters of Egypt’s President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi cheer at soldiers during a demonstration against the Muslim Brotherhood
and other Islamist groups at Tahrir Square in Cairo in November 2014. 		
(Reuters)
stalled and Muslim Brotherhood
leaders — until then an unofficial
opposition group — seemed more
interested in pushing for the Islamisation of society than securing
economic development.
Deputy Muslim Brotherhood
Supreme Leader Khairat el-Shater
conceded in 2013 that the project
was only a set of random thoughts,
not a full programme for Egypt’s
development.
This lack of real solutions caused
the group’s failure in Egypt, Noah
said.
“They did not expect to come
to power so early, which was why
they were not prepared when this
happened,” he said. The Muslim
Brotherhood initially said it would
not put forward a presidential candidate after Egypt’s 2011 revolution
but did so.
Morsi’s year in office was full of
controversy, failings and public
discontent. He entrenched division
rather than seeking to unify ranks

after a divisive post-revolutionary
period and the Brotherhood proved
to be full of political novices.
Following a series of political and
judicial crises, along with concerns
from Egypt’s military about the direction the country was heading,
Morsi’s ouster was assured.

The Muslim
Brotherhood
wanted to rule
everywhere, even
though it did not
have a practical
programme.

”

Ekram Badr el-Din, a political
science professor at Cairo
University
“When Egyptians rose up against
him, there was nobody to defend
him but the members of his movement, only a fraction of the population,” Badr el-Din said.

The end of the Brotherhood’s
project in Egypt, the uncertain
prospects of the group’s affiliates in
other North African countries and
the regional move to designate it
a terrorist group demonstrate that
political Islam is on the way out,
experts said.
However, the rise of the Islamic
State (ISIS) across the region, as
well as the resurgence of al-Qaeda
in many areas, remains a major
cause for concern.
In early 2013, senior Islamist
figure Tarek al-Zomor, who spent
nearly three decades in jail for participating in the assassination of
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat,
made a comment that was viewed
as prescient.
Zomor said Islamist movements
would not resort to violence so long
as change via political means was
possible.
“Violence only happens when
there is no hope of change via political means,” Zomor told the private

Egyptian Dream TV.
In 2012, Zomor and other Islamists from Jamaat Islamiya formed
the Building and Development
Party. When Morsi was ousted, he
fled to Turkey, like many other Islamists.
In Egypt, the Muslim Brotherhood has been routed and ultraorthodox Salafist parties have seen
their support wane. The rest of the
region is also witnessing a general
state of fatigue towards Islamist
groups. Is this the end of the political Islam project in the region?
“It all depends on whether
these states will present a successful model of the secular rule that
solves the problems of their citizens,” said Sameh Eid, an expert on
Islamist groups. “This model’s success will make it difficult for Islamists to claim that they hold the keys
to a better future.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Closer Saudi-Egypt ties seen after Sisi ratifies islands deal
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

C

airo and Riyadh are looking to strengthen cooperation following the
Egyptian government’s
signing off on a controversial maritime boundary demarcation deal with Saudi Arabia, experts said.
“The door is now wide open for
more robust cooperation between
the two countries at all levels,” said
Tarek Fahmy, a political science
professor at Cairo University. “The
signing of the deal and its subsequent approval by parliament, despite difficulties, reflect a strong
desire in both Cairo and Riyadh for
stronger ties.”

Located at the
entrance to the Gulf
of Aqaba, the two
islands are key to
control over the Gulf,
as well as being Israel
and Jordan’s only
path into the Red Sea.
The maritime border demarcation bill, which restores Saudi sovereignty over the strategic Red Sea
islands of Tiran and Sanafir, was
approved by parliament on June 14
and ratified by Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi ten days later.
The deal, which was agreed to in
April last year during Saudi King

Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud’s
visit to Cairo, was polarising for
Egyptians, prompting legal challenges to block its implementation.
“Egyptian, Egyptian,” protesters chanted outside of parliament
during the vote to hand over the islands, with many questioning the
documents produced by the government as evidence of Tiran’s and
Sanafir’s provenance.
Owing to the sensitivity of the issue, officials appeared to rule out a
hand-over ceremony.
Located at the entrance to the
Gulf of Aqaba between the Sinai
Peninsula and Saudi Arabia, Tiran
and Sanafir are key to control over
the Gulf, as well as being Israel and
Jordan’s only path into the Red
Sea.
The return of the islands to Saudi
Arabia, observers said, would significantly contribute to strengthening ties between Cairo and Riyadh, which had cooled in recent
months.
“The legal battle that ensued after signing the agreement in Cairo
in April last year gave the impression that its implementation would
stumble, which was reason enough
for concern in Riyadh, even if this
concern was not expressed officially and the Saudis said this battle was a purely Egyptian internal
affair,” former Assistant Foreign
Minister Mustafa al-Fiqi said.
Saudi Arabia, which is seeking
to implement an ambitious development project known as Vision
2030, considers the two islands integral parts of the plan.
“The causeway that will be built

Coming closer. Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (R) and
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud shake hands during a
reception ceremony in Cairo in 2016.
(Reuters)
over the two islands to connect the
Sinai Peninsula with the western
part of Saudi Arabia is actually at
the centre of this plan,” said Salah
al-Guindy, an economics professor
at Mansoura University.
The construction of the causeway will cost $4 billion but will cut
travel time between Egypt’s Sinai
and the western part of Saudi Arabia to a few hours.
That should boost bilateral
trade, with Egypt estimating the
value of goods to be carried to and
from Saudi Arabia through the

causeway at $15 billion annually.
The causeway will provide Saudi
Arabia greater access to markets,
not just in Egypt but across Africa.
The roots of Sisi’s enthusiasm for
the maritime boundary demarcation deal can be found in forecasts
about the presence of substantial
mineral resources off Egypt’s Red
Sea coast, economists said.
Sisi last year said Egypt could not
explore mineral resources in the
area until its maritime boundaries
with Saudi Arabia were clearly defined. In 2015, the Egyptian presi-

dent signed a maritime boundary
demarcation deal with Greece and
Cyprus. A year later, an Italian company with concession in an area off
Egypt’s Mediterranean coast announced the discovery of the region’s largest natural gas field.
“I expect the government to invite international oil companies to
explore oil and gas in this area very
soon,” Guindi said. “This expected
move is backed by several international studies about the presence
of huge reserves off the Red Sea
coast.”
A strengthening of political ties
between Egypt and Saudi Arabia
comes as they cooperate in the diplomatic row over Qatar’s alleged
funding of terrorism. The move
also comes amid general suspicion
towards Tehran and Egyptian accusations that Qatar and Turkey
are harbouring fugitive Muslim
Brotherhood figures.
An alliance between Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates
and most of the Arab world, analysts said, is indispensable, if Arabs
want to keep Iranian and Turkish
influence out of their countries.
“Both countries are using Qatar
as an entry point into the region,
taking sides with Doha to achieve
an old dream of domination over
the Arab Middle East,” Fiqi said.
“This is why an alliance led by
both Egypt and Saudi Arabia is
necessary if the Persians and the
Ottomans will be kept out of the
region.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter in Cairo.
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33-year-old Saudi prince named interior minister
The Arab Weekly staff

Dubai

T

he reshuffle in the Saudi
government, in which
Prince Mohammed bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz
was promoted to crown
prince, was hailed by the kingdom’s media as a new beginning.
This was evident by the headline
“The strong and young kingdom”
in the Okaz newspaper, a reference to a new generation of Saudi
royals placed in key government
posts.
One of the main announcements
was the appointment of Prince
Abdulaziz bin Saud bin Nayef, 33,
as interior minister, a portfolio
tasked with maintaining Saudi
Arabia’s internal security. He is the
youngest person to serve as the
country’s interior minister.
Prince Abdulaziz will be in
charge of haj security — one of the
kingdom’s most important jobs
— working with the Ministry of
Haj to guarantee pilgrims’ safety
and the non-politicisation of the
event, which attracts millions of
Muslims each year. This year’s haj
takes place from August 30-September 4.

Prince Abdulaziz
has large shoes to
fill as interior
minister, as he is
replacing his
uncle and former
crown prince.
Prince Abdulaziz is the eldest
son of Eastern Province Governor Prince Saud bin Nayef bin
Abdulaziz. He graduated from
the kingdom’s Dhahran Private
School. He holds a law degree
from King Saud University. His official biography states he spent

several years in the private sector
before serving on the Supreme
Committee for the Prince Nayef
bin Abdulaziz Award for the Prophetic Sunnah and Contemporary
Islamic Studies.
Prince Abdulaziz has held several government posts, including
adviser to former Interior Minister
Prince Mohammed bin Nayef bin
Abdulaziz. After King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud became king
in 2015, Prince Abdulaziz was appointed adviser to the Royal Court
and later adviser in the Defence
Ministry.
Prince Abdulaziz has large shoes
to fill as interior minister, as he
is replacing his uncle and former
crown prince. Prince Mohammed bin Nayef bin Abdulaziz was
known for initiating a successful
anti-terrorism campaign.
During his time as interior minister, Prince Mohammed led a
crackdown on the Saudi branch of
al-Qaeda after the terrorist group
began a deadly campaign within
the kingdom’s borders. He was injured in an assassination attempt
in 2009 when an al-Qaeda operative offered to surrender but then
set off a bomb near the prince.
Before leaving his position as interior minister, which he had held
since 2012, Prince Mohammed was
involved in a similar campaign
against the Saudi branch of the Islamic State (ISIS).
Despite the Interior Ministry’s
track record, analysts stressed that
challenges remain.
“It is true that the kingdom has
succeeded in combating terrorism
and establishing security and stability since the start of events over
a decade ago,” Saudi analyst Emad
al-Mudaifer said. “However, there
is still a long way to go in terms of
achieving security on the intellectual level and eradicating radical and extremist ideas and the
groups [that] follow them.”
Prince Abdulaziz may not have
his uncle’s experience in tackling

terrorism; however, observers
said they expected the new interior minister to utilise his uncle’s
knowledge and expertise.

The war on
terrorism and
extremism is among
the immediate
challenges for Prince
Abdulaziz,
considering threats
from al-Qaeda
and ISIS.
The war on terrorism and extremism is among the immediate
challenges for Prince Abdulaziz,
considering threats from al-Qaeda
and ISIS. Saudi officials foiled a
plot targeting the Grand Mosque in
Mecca days after Prince Abdulaziz
was appointed interior minister.
Authorities said an attacker set
off a bomb near the Grand Mosque
after a shootout with police, killing himself. Subsequently, the
Interior Ministry arrested five suspects believed to be involved in
the foiled attack. Ministry spokesman Major-General Mansour alTurki said the incident was not the
first of its kind.
Another issue for the interior
minister will be the Eastern Province city of Qatif, which has seen
sporadic unrest among its Shia
population since 2011. Attacks in
the area on security personnel,
Saudi officials said, have been
sponsored by Iran. Qatif has also
been the site of numerous terrorist attacks by ISIS on the Shia community, including the targeting of
mosques.
Diplomats and analysts said
they were eager to learn Prince
Abdulaziz’s positions on the issues
facing Saudi Arabia. Reconciling
social change with the younger
generation while preserving the
traditions of the past will be a factor, they said.

Challenges ahead. New Saudi Interior Minister Prince Abdulaziz
bin Saud bin Nayef.
			
(Al-Ekhbariya)

Mischaracterising the conflict in Yemen

View poi nt

Fahad Nazer

T

he US Senate
narrowly defeated a
measure introduced
by Rand Paul, a
Republican senator
from Kentucky, that
would have prevented the sale
of $500 million in US precisionguided munitions to Saudi
Arabia. Paul and other co-sponsors of the measure, including
Democrats Chris Murphy of
Connecticut and Al Franken of
Minnesota, maintained that the
weapons would be used in
Saudi Arabia’s military campaign in Yemen.
The senators and other critics
repeatedly framed the conflict
in Yemen as a “Saudi war
against Yemen” and maintained
that Saudi Arabia intentionally
targets civilians in the conflict.
The first allegation is a gross
mischaracterisation of the
conflict and the second is
equally suspect. Both overlook
important facts.
Many Yemen specialists say
the conflict is a civil war that
began months before Saudi
Arabia intervened militarily in
March 2015. To frame it as a
Saudi war against Yemen
ignores the fact that the Houthi
rebels had advanced on the
capital, Sana’a, in September
2014, forcing the internation-

Chances are good that if
Saudi Arabia stopped its
support of the Yemeni
government, the violence
would continue unabated for
the foreseeable future.

ally recognised government of
President Abd Rabbo Mansour
Hadi to move to Aden. The
Saudis intervened six months
later after a formal request for
military assistance from the
Hadi government.
This conflict began when the
Houthis and their allies,
including supporters of former
President Ali Abdullah Saleh,
who was ousted in 2012, tried to
impose their will on the rest of
the country. It will be resolved
when they go back to the
negotiating table and realise
the futility of their project,
which has threatened to tear
the social fabric of Yemen.
Chances are good that if Saudi
Arabia stopped its military
support of the Yemeni government, the violence would
continue unabated for the
foreseeable future.
As for the issue of collateral
damage, there is little doubt
that the violence has taken a
toll on the civilian population.
Unfortunately, wars always do
and modern warfare seems to
be especially harsh.
However, the notion that
Saudi Arabia is intentionally
targeting civilians has very few
supporters in the international
community. Contrary to the
claims of Senators Paul and
Murphy and other critics, Saudi
Arabia has taken many measures to minimise civilian
casualties, including seeking
and receiving the assistance of
the United States and the
United Kingdom.
The Arab coalition, under the
leadership of Saudi Arabia, has
thousands of sites that are on a

no-hit list. The spokesman of
the coalition admitted that
mistakes have been made due
to faulty intelligence and other
factors but there is a big
difference between mistakes
and targeting civilians as a
matter of policy.
Saudi Arabia is aware of the
toll that the war has taken on
the civilian population in
Yemen. The Saudi government
intervened in large measure
because it knew that Yemen
would not enjoy any semblance
of peace or prosperity if it was
to fall victim to not one but two
militant, non-state actors: The
Iranian-supported Houthi
rebels in the north and the
terrorist organisation al-Qaeda
in the Arabian Peninsula in the
south-east.
Those two groups have
shown repeatedly that they will
subject the beleaguered people
of Yemen to hardships and
horrors to serve their own
narrow self-interests. In
addition, they demonstrated
enmity towards Saudi Arabia by
breaching the Saudi border and
conducting guerrilla-style
attacks against border areas and
personnel.
There are three other aspects
of this complicated conflict that
have not received much
attention in the West. The first
is that several hundred Saudi
civilians have been killed
during the conflict, in addition
to several hundred military
personnel.
The second is that the Houthi
rebels have repeatedly used
tactics that put Yemeni civilians in harm’s way, including

Houthi
rebels have
repeatedly
used tactics
that put
Yemeni
civilians in
harm’s way.

hiding military personnel and
weapons in civilian facilities
such as schools. It is well-documented that the Houthis have
used landmines extensively,
which often take a heavy toll on
civilian populations, especially
children.
For all the focus on the
humanitarian needs of the
Yemeni population and shortages in food, fuel and medicine
— all of which are severe — little
attention has been paid to the
fact that Saudi Arabia has
provided more than $8.2 billion
in aid to Yemen from April 2015
through April 2017. The King
Salman Centre for Humanitarian
Aid and Relief has provided
close to $850 million in relief
assistance, including food
shipments to areas controlled by
the Houthi rebels. More than $1.1
billion has been provided to
Yemeni citizens living in Saudi
Arabia.
While the Saudi-led Arab
coalition has taken concrete
measures to minimise collateral
damage, the Houthi rebels and
Saleh and his supporters show
no regard for the toll the war
they started has taken on their
countrymen and women.
Instead, they engage in
bombastic rhetoric and empty
slogans. This war began when
the Houthis and their allies took
up arms. It will end when they
put their arms down.
Fahad Nazer is an international
affairs fellow with
the National Council on
US-Arab Relations and
an adviser to Gulf
State Analytics.
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Qatar-backed jihadist group in Libya disbands
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

he Benghazi Defence Brigades (BDB), whose fighters occupied Libya’s key
oil terminals in March,
said it was disbanding to
prevent “foreign military occupation” of Libya.
The BDB is a jihadist faction said
to be funded by Qatar.
Ismail Sallabi, a Benghazi-based
radical Islamist figure, was identified as one of “the most prominent”
BDB leaders when the group was
formed in 2016.
Sallabi was arrested during Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi’s
regime and accused of plotting to
topple the government. He was
released with the help of Qatar in
2004 when Qaddafi enjoyed good
ties with Doha.

Much of Doha’s aid to
the “Libyan
revolutionaries” has
been funnelled through
Qatar-based Islamic
cleric Ali Sallabi.
Sallabi fought in Afghanistan
against Soviet forces in the 1980s
and was a leader in the al-Qaedaaligned Libyan Islamic Fighting
Group (LIFG), which was declared
a terrorist group by the United Nations and the United States.
Following the 2011 uprising
against Qaddafi, Sallabi led the February 17th Martyrs Brigade, one of
several groups that reportedly received Qatari financial aid and arms.
Much of Doha’s aid to the “Libyan
revolutionaries” has been funnelled
through Qatar-based Islamic cleric
Ali Sallabi, Ismail’s brother. Ali
Sallabi has been a key conduit of Qatari arms shipments to jihadists in
Libya since 2011, Western and Arab

diplomats said. He is also a member
of the International Union of Muslim Scholars, based in Doha and led
by Yusuf al-Qaradawi, a global extremist spiritual guide.
BDB has claimed that Libyan Islamist cleric Sadiq al-Ghariani is the
group’s spiritual guide. Ghariani,
acknowledged by many Islamists
as a grand mufti, has been banned
from entering Britain for helping
direct the Islamist-led takeover of
Tripoli from England in 2014.
The BDB’s announcement to disband came after its top leaders were
named by Arab countries in a “list
of terrorists” said to be backed by
Qatar.
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Egypt and Bahrain have
severed ties to Qatar and restricted
its access to land, sea and air routes.
Demands by the countries in conflict with Qatar include halting support for terrorist groups, shuttering
Al Jazeera and curbing diplomatic
ties with Iran. Qatar denies supporting extremism and considers the
demands as aimed at undermining
its sovereignty.
Among the individuals named
by the Arab powers as linked to
Qatar and posing a security threat
are both Sallabi brothers. The list
includes LIFG commander Abdelhakim Belhadj.
The BDB said it decided to dissolve to “spare Libyans the suffering” caused by continued war and
violence.
“We have decided, based on our
reading of the current circumstances and out of our sense of responsibility towards our country and
based on our wish to spare it the
horror of an international war on its
soil, to announce our readiness to
disband the Benghazi Defence Brigades,” the group said.
The BDB claimed it has information that “foreign countries were
preparing to occupy Libya under
the pretext of fighting terrorism.” It

New realities. A March 2017 file picture shows Benghazi Defence Brigades leader Mustafa al-Sharksi
holding a news conference.
(Reuters)
named France, Egypt and the United Arab Emirates.
The BDB’s move came about one
month after jihadist group Ansar alSharia, which is linked to al-Qaeda,
declared it was disbanding. Ansar
al-Sharia, which Washington says
was behind the 2012 Benghazi attack that killed US Ambassador
Christopher Stevens, has been
fighting Field Marshal Khalifa Haftar’s eastern-based Libyan National
Army (LNA).
The group said its decision
came after heavy losses, including
to its leadership.
Ansar al-Sharia and BDB have
been known to have close links.

BDB was formed in June 2016 as
a militia fighting with al-Qaedaassociated Benghazi Revolutionaries Shura Council against the UNrecognised Government of National
Accord and the LNA. The Benghazi
Revolutionaries Shura Council is a
loose coalition of jihadist factions
in Libya. One of the members of the
Shura Council is Ansar al-Sharia.
Experts see Ansar al-Sharia as
closer to the Islamic State (ISIS)
than to al-Qaeda while the BDB is
deemed to be closer to al-Qaeda.
Both groups shifted alliances depending on the battles they fought
and the cities where they have followers.

The announcements that the two
groups were disbanding indirectly
reflected the new military realities
as Haftar’s forces advanced against
Islamists, especially in eastern Libya.
The fallout from such announcements could bolster stability in eastern Libya and benefit production at
main terminals in the key eastern
oil crescent.
The BDB controlled parts of the
oil crescent in March before it retreated to its main base in southern
Libya a few weeks later.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Morocco’s king vents anger at government over Rif crisis
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

oroccan King Mohammed VI slammed
the Moroccan government for failing to
implement a development programme in the restive
northern city of Al-Hoceima amid
protests in the Rif region against
corruption and marginalisation.
The king, at cabinet meeting
June 25, expressed his “disappointment and concern” over the failure
to meet deadlines to implement
development projects as part of
Al-Hoceima’s the Lighthouse of the
Mediterranean programme.
The project, signed off on in October 2015, involved plans to develop various sectors, including health
care and education, in the northern
city. Al-Hoceima’s protests have
shown how far the Lighthouse
of the Mediterranean project has
lagged, a communiqué released by
the Royal Palace stated.

The Rif unrest has
triggered a
diplomatic crisis
between Morocco
and the Netherlands.
The Rif region has been a scene
of regular protests since fishmonger Mouhcine Fikri was crushed to
death last October inside a rubbish
truck in Al-Hoceima as he apparently tried to protest the seizure
and destruction of hundreds of kilogrammes of swordfish, which had
been caught out of season.
Fikri’s death sparked the emergence of a grass-roots movement
called Al-Hirak al-Shaabi — Popular

Movement — led by Nasser Zefzafi
in Al-Hoceima, demanding social
justice, jobs and improved health
care.
King Mohammed VI assigned the
interior and finance ministers to investigate the government’s failure
to execute the development programme and hold responsible parties accountable “as soon as possible.”
The king cancelled the annual
leave of the ministers involved in
the programme to ensure they follow up on its progress. He also appointed a new governor in Al-Hoceima.
Moroccan Prime Minister Saad
Eddine El Othmani spoke out about
Al-Hoceima during a news conference June 28, explaining what the
government had done and intended to do regarding the situation.
He announced a series of “urgent
measures,” including a meeting of
the majority parties.
Othmani expressed “regrets and
sadness about the painful events”
involving clashes in Al-Hoceima on
June 25 and called for the respect of
law when dealing with the protests.
The Interior Ministry announced
that about 80 members of the security forces were injured in two days
of clashes with protesters in Al-Hoceima and neighbouring Imzouren;
150 protesters have been detained,
the Moroccan Association of Human Rights (AMDH) said.
Protesters took to the streets,
calling for the release of the Hirak
activists, including Zefzafi, despite
the government’s relaunch of the
2015 programme to improve the region’s infrastructure.
Zefzafi was arrested after he allegedly “obstructed, in the company of a group of individuals” a
preacher’s sermon at the Mohammed VI mosque during Friday
prayers for its “stigmatising stance

Regional grievances. Protesters of the Rif movement Hirak demonstrate against the government in
Imouzren, on June 11.
(AFP)
towards protesters” and called for
further demonstrations.
Lawyers of activists and human
rights groups said their clients were
ill-treated while in detention.
Othmani said investigations into
torture allegations continued and
that he trusted the judiciary to
guarantee fair trials to all accused.
Said Chaou, a Dutch-Moroccan
national allegedly involved in the
Rif unrest, was arrested June 29 in
the Netherlands after a long-running diplomatic row between Rabat
and Amsterdam.
Chaou, a former parliamentarian
from the Rif region, was named in

arrest warrants issued by a Moroccan court on charges of “criminal
association” in 2010 and the other
on charges of “international drug
trafficking” in 2015. Moroccan authorities allege that Chaou smuggled several tonnes of cannabis into
Europe and accuse him of murder.
A government spokesman said
Chaou would be extradited to Morocco.
Rabat recalled its ambassador to
The Hague after accusing Dutch
authorities of failing to take action
against Chau and warned of reprisals if the extradition request was
snubbed.

Chaou, who heads a group known
as the September 18 Movement for
the Independence of the Rif, promised the creation of “a Rifan government in exile” and a “constituent
assembly” to bring together representatives of the tribes in northern
Morocco.
Moroccan authorities accuse Hirak activists of “receiving money
transfers and logistical support
from abroad to undermine the integrity of the kingdom.” However,
the movement’s leaders insist that
Hirak seeks to fight for people’s basic rights such as education, health
care and employment.
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Nasrallah’s threat of Iran-backed Shia militias
Nicholas Blanford

Beirut

S

ince the election of Donald Trump as US president
and his vow to roll back
Iran’s influence across
the Middle East, tensions
have soared between Israel and
the Iran-backed Hezbollah in Lebanon.
Both sides have issued a flurry
of threats and warnings towards
each other as part of a mutual policy of deterrence. While the rhetoric at times has been alarming and
caused jitters in both Lebanon and
Israel, the prospect of a no-holdsbarred war and the massive level
of destruction it would inflict on
both countries has helped keep
the peace since the last conflict in
2006 and continues to do so.
Recently, however, Hezbollah
Secretary-General Hassan Nasrallah directed a new threat against
Israel, one that hinted at turning a
future conflict between Hezbollah
and Israel into a regional conflagration.

Hezbollah has a
very specific set of
battle plans for
Israel that leaves
little room for other
allies to operate
inside Lebanon.
During a speech marking the annual Quds Day event on the last
Friday of Ramadan, Nasrallah said
that a future war “could open the
way for thousands, even hundreds
of thousands, of fighters from all
over the Arab and Islamic world
to participate — from Iraq, Yemen,
Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan.”
The choice of countries used
to illustrate his warning was deliberate. Shia volunteers from all
five countries are fighting or have
fought in Syria under the aegis of
the Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps (IRGC) to uphold the regime
of Syrian President Bashar Assad.
Additionally, the IRGC has influence over part of the Popular
Mobilisation Forces (PMF), a coa-

lition of mainly Shia militias in
Iraq, formed to battle the Islamic
State (ISIS). Several militias in the
PMF, such as Kataeb Hezbollah
and Kataeb Abu Fadhl al-Abbas,
subscribe to the velayat-e faqih,
or the rule of the jurisprudent, the
system of Islamic governance followed by Iran, and view Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei as their supreme authority.
This Iran-backed Shia “internationale” has granted Iran considerable influence across Iraq and Syria, helping shape the course of the
conflicts in a manner that Tehran
hopes will ultimately benefit the
Islamic Republic’s strategic reach
across the Middle East. Iran is
close to securing a long-cherished
land bridge connecting Tehran to
the Mediterranean via Iraq and
Syria. Such a bridge (or bridges
as there are more than one viable
route) would allow Iran to more
easily deploy greater numbers of
fighters and equipment to battlefields in Syria and possibly, one
day, the Golan Heights on Israel’s
north-eastern border, than by the
traditional air route.
The capabilities of these various Shia militias vary considerably. Hezbollah is the most powerful non-state military actor in the
world and its well-trained and motivated fighters have spearheaded
numerous offensives in Syria. In
Iraq and Yemen, Hezbollah cadres
help train and organise militants
and participate in operational
planning.
At the other end of the spectrum
are the Shia Hazara volunteers
from Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Many of the Afghan recruits are illegal immigrants in Iran who have
been offered salaries and citizenship in return for service in Liwa
Fatemiyoun, the Afghan military
unit. Similarly, Pakistani Shias
have been recruited into Liwa
Zainabiyoun. There were reports
of Houthi militants from Yemen
serving in Syria as early as 2013
but it is unclear whether they are
still there given the Saudi-led coalition’s presence in Yemen since its
intervention in 2015.
If the trajectory of the conflicts
in Syria and Iraq continues along

Well-trained. Hezbollah fighters parade during a ceremony to honour fallen comrades in Tefahta
village in southern Lebanon.									
its current path with the defeat of
the ISIS caliphate and the survival
of the Assad regime, Iran could
have at its disposal a broad multinational fighting force swearing allegiance to Khamenei and deployable to other theatres of interest to
Tehran.
Some commanders within this
Shia coalition have hinted at roles
after the Syria war and the antiISIS campaign, including defeating Saudi Arabia and Israel.
“God willing, we will liberate
the house of God and destroy the
Saudi royal family before reaching [Jerusalem],” a commander
with the Liwa Zainabiyoun told
the conservative Iranian magazine
Panjereh in July 2016.
Earlier this year, Harakat al-Nujaba, an Iran-backed Iraqi group in
the PMF, announced it was forming the “Golan Liberation Front”
and would carry out, with Damascus’s blessing, a resistance cam-

paign to liberate the strategic volcanic plateau occupied by Israel
since 1967.
How would this Shia coalition
operate in the context of a future
war between Hezbollah and Israel?
Hezbollah has a very specific set of
battle plans for Israel that leaves
little room for other allies to operate inside Lebanon. Thousands of
Shia militants swarming into Lebanon determined to have a crack
at the Israeli army would only get
in Hezbollah’s way. However, they
could be used to open a second
front in the Golan, launching rockets into northern Galilee and possibly attempting to infiltrate the
Israeli side of the separation line.
The intervention of an Iranbacked Shia coalition in a future
Israel-Hezbollah war would complicate Israel’s efforts to achieve a
swift victory but it could create an
unexpected diplomatic boon for
the Jewish state by bringing it clos-

(AP)

er to Saudi Arabia and other Gulf
countries that view Iran’s reach
across the region and its emerging multinational Shia army with
alarm and hostility. That would
further cement the division in the
Middle East as one of a Shia “resistance” block guided by Iran versus the Sunni Gulf and Israel.
Nawaf al-Moussawi, a Hezbollah MP, has noted that the United
States and its allies have formed
coalitions to defeat their enemies
in the Middle East and that Iran
and Hezbollah have the right to do
the same.
“We are not alone anymore,”
Moussawi said. “Should the Israelis begin the battle, we will clearly
face it alongside all of our allies.”
Nicholas Blanford is the author of
“Warriors of God: Inside Hezbollah’s Thirty-Year Struggle Against
Israel” (Random House 2011). He
lives in Beirut.

Slogans are the quickest way to defeat Lebanon

View poi nt

Khairallah
Khairallah

I

t is not the missiles of the
so-called resistance or its
Iran-instigated participation
in the war on the Syrian
people or the words of
Hezbollah Secretary-General Hassan Nasrallah that are
going to protect Lebanon.
Nasrallah recently said: “The
Israeli enemy knows that if it
attacks Syria or Lebanon, it’s not
sure that the conflict will remain
between Lebanon and Israel or
between Syria and Israel.”
He added: “I’m not saying that
there are countries that will get
directly involved in the conflict
but the events will draw tens of
thousands, nay hundreds of
thousands of jihadists and
fighters from the four corners of
the Muslim and Arab worlds,
from Iraq, Yemen, Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan.”
Nothing really explains this
type of discourse except the
desire to escape reality. Reality
says that, since 2006, southern
Lebanon has been living in
horrible conditions under the
mandate of UN Security Council
Resolution 1701. This talk about

Nasrallah is not doing Lebanon
and the Lebanese a service by
threatening to call in Iranian,
Iraqi, Afghan, Pakistani and
Yemeni fighters.

Israel’s probable intentions does
not hide the fact that Iran has
failed to do anything regarding
the Jewish state since Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini’s declaration
of July 1979. All we have seen and
heard since that day has been
shameless political profiteering
from the cause and lots of talk
aimed at embarrassing the Arabs.
Led by its most ultra-right-wing
government, Israel has always
known what it wants. It wants to
create a new reality on Palestinian land and legitimise its
occupation of part of the West
Bank and East Jerusalem. What
concrete steps has Iran taken to
halt this Machiavellian plan? The
answer is none. More than
650,000 Israeli settlers live in
various parts of the West Bank.
Israel could not be happier to
have the southern Lebanon front
remain open and alive so it can
exchange services with both the
Syrian regime and the Iranian
regime. Resolution 1701 had
closed the front. It had stopped
military operations and spared
the area and its people from
destruction and dislocation.
Had the war of 2006 continued,
Israel would have inflicted
greater damage and misery. So, to
protect Lebanon and its people,
the international community
decided to end the war. A new
reality has thus been created and
the rules of the game have
changed.

What Nasrallah needs to realise
is that he is not doing Lebanon
and the Lebanese a service by
threatening to call in Iranian,
Iraqi, Afghan, Pakistani and
Yemeni fighters. These people
have enough problems to deal
with in their own countries. The
only service he can offer Lebanon
and the Lebanese is closing off
Lebanese space to those who
wish to turn it into a jousting
ground. This includes some
Hamas leaders who are believed
to have moved from Doha to
Beirut.
Since when has Hezbollah been
appointed controller of Lebanese
space? Then again, Hezbollah has
always considered ideological and
sectarian ties stronger than
national borders.
Lebanon’s only real protection
comes from Resolution 1701.
Hezbollah consented to every
single word in that resolution
even before it was adopted in
August 2006. If Hezbollah is
serious about doing Lebanon a
service, it should refrain from
giving unrealistic speeches and
from jumping on Quds Day
celebrations to attack Saudi
Arabia and other Gulf countries. I
guess Hezbollah has forgotten
about the Lebanese who are living
and working in those countries.
What the Lebanese people want
is to see their country returned to
the Lebanese state, not for it to
continue to be used as a drop box

Lebanon’s
only real
protection
comes from
Resolution
1701.

for messages between Iran and
Israel.
The population of southern
Lebanon is living in peace and
quiet thanks to Resolution 1701.
That resolution was the result of
certain circumstances. Why the
excessive pride in refusing to
accept reality as it is? Why should
we have Iranians, Iraqis, Pakistanis and Afghanis defend
Lebanon? How does the local
population in southern Lebanon
feel about bringing the Afghan
Fatimid Brigade to their land?
Wouldn’t that remind them of the
different nationalities brought in
by Palestinian factions at some
point in history?
As to the Yemenis, they have a
lot to do in their country, not least
of all is fighting cholera. The
Palestinians are the least of their
worries these days. For them,
Palestine exists only in speeches
by Houthi leader Abdelmalik
al-Houthi, who should be more
focused on making life easier for
Sana’a’s inhabitants by removing
his militia than on mouthing
slogans about liberating the
Palestinian territories and
Jerusalem.
Slogans will not return hope to
the Yemenis nor liberate Jerusalem. Slogans are the quickest way
to defeat Lebanon instead of
defeating Israel.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer based in London.
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Astana and Geneva unlikely to yield immediate end to war
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

T

he next round of Syrian
ceasefire talks is set for
the Kazakhstan capital of
Astana in early July, attended by a select assortment of armed groups and diplomats from the three patron states:
Russia, Iran, and Turkey.
Major stakeholders in the Syria
war, such as Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
Great Britain and France, have been
sidelined from the Astana process
and the United States has been
given a ceremonial observatory role
with no real say over talks that are
being handled mainly by top diplomats from the Russian Foreign Ministry.
Unlike the UN-mandated Geneva
talks scheduled for later in July,
which will be attended by government delegates from Damascus, the
Astana negotiations will not discuss politics or anything related to
the transitional period but, rather,
only the technicalities of implementing the “de-conflict zones”
in Syria, agreed upon in May. The
agenda includes deciding on the
final borders and numbers of these
de-conflict zones, along with the
important question of who will man
them and how each zone will function at a governance level and coordinate with others to eradicate the
presence of non-state players such
as Jabhat al-Nusra, the al-Qaeda
branch in Syria, and the Islamic
State (ISIS).

One sticking point is
who would monitor
the de-conflict
zones.
The de-conflict zones were a
creative way of implementing nofly zones in Syria, without naming
them as such, coming in response
to US President Donald Trump’s
constant demands for such a formula, aimed at protecting civilians.
The idea is generally believed to
be the brainchild of Russian President Vladimir Putin, signed off on
by his Turkish counterpart Recep

Tayyip Erdogan.
Technically, the de-conflict zones
would see the return of a Syrian civil authority to hot spots in the countryside of Damascus and Homs and
the rebel-held city of Idlib in northwestern Syria. Syrian tanks, soldiers
and warplanes would be off-limits
in the designated areas.

The Astana
negotiations will
discuss only the
technicalities of
implementing the
“de-conflict zones”
in Syria, agreed
upon in May.
The Syrian government would
get to reopen police stations and
schools in the zones, while raising the Syrian flag, but would have
to pardon armed rebels and allow
them to keep light arms and co-administer towns and villages, eventually teaming with government
forces to fight al-Nusra and ISIS.
Russia would guarantee that its
proxies in the Syria war abide by
the ceasefire and allow access to humanitarian aid and Turkish officials
would make sure that the rebels
stop attacking government troops
and cities. Both Damascus and its
opponents — under heavy pressure
from Moscow and Ankara — reluctantly approved the Astana process
in May.
A new de-conflict zone in southern Syria — stretching from the
Syrian-Jordanian border to the city
of Sweida in the Druze Mountain,
including al-Quneitra, the principal town in the Golan Heights, and
Daraa, a former incubator for the
Ba’athists where the first anti-regime protests started in March 2011
— was recently put on the table.
A new Russian military base is
being erected approximately 50km
from Damascus, aimed at overseeing the southern Syria zone. This
military installation would be Russia’s third in Syria since entering the
war in September 2015.
One sticking point is who would
monitor the de-conflict zones. The
original plan was to invite “noncontroversial countries” — from

Focus on de-escalation zones. Syrian regime negotiator Bashar al-Jaafari (C) attends the fourth round
of Syria peace talks in Astana, on May 4. 						
(AFP)
Arab countries such as Algeria and
Egypt and the BRICS (Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africa) — to
do the job.
The Astana talks will have to decide how to raise money for such a
peacekeeping force and decide who
its final participants would be and
what their mandate would entail.
Would they get to carry arms and
separate the warring factions, firing at whoever violates the ceasefire? Or would they just be asked
to monitor breaches and violations
and report them to Turkey, Russia
and Iran?
Also on the table is the exact parameters of the de-conflict zones.
Will rebels pardoned in those zones
be allowed to commute across the
country or would they be confined
to the borders of their cities and
towns? The Jordanian government
is asking that all non-state players
(Hezbollah included) are pushed

into the Syrian heartland of 3050km from Jordanian borders and
in exchange is willing to reopen the
al-Nasib Border Crossing, restoring
full bilateral trade relations with
Damascus.
If not brought in as peacekeepers,
the title of the troops would be “observers.” One idea is to let Turkish
and Russian troops “observe” the
ceasefire in Idlib, while Tehran and
Moscow keep the peace in Ghouta,
the agricultural belt surrounding
Damascus. Its main town, Douma,
is in the hands of the Islamic Army,
a rebel group set up with Saudi
funds in 2012 and taking part in the
Astana talks.
As for southern Syria, the idea
is for the Jordanians to provide
ground troops as monitors and for
the US Air Force to supervise the
ceasefire from the skies.
The Turks asked that their troops
be deployed in all conflict zones, a

proposal that was quickly debunked
when Iran demanded a similar right
— something that was automatically
vetoed by the United States.
Once through with the technical
talks, Syrian delegates from both
sides of the conflict are to meet in
Switzerland under the auspices of
the United Nations, aimed at debating the Russian-proposed constitution for Syria and the creation of a
power-sharing formula, or cabinet
of national unity that supervises
parliamentary and presidential
elections.
Neither the Astana nor the Geneva processes are likely to yield immediate results for Syria and more
rounds of talks are to come, awaiting a regional deal signed off by all
stakeholders to end the war.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian historian and author of “Under the Black
Flag” (IB Taurus, 2015).

Syria’s land grab to bring civilians little but more bloodshed
Simon Speakman Cordall

Tunis

A

s the death throes of
the Islamic State (ISIS)
convulse much of Syria,
the international powers
competing in the country ratcheted up efforts to secure
territory. In between stands a civilian population frequently overlooked and often undefended.
With the eventual capture of
ISIS’s last Syrian strongholds in Syria looking assured, Iran, Hezbollah,
Turkey, the US-led coalition and the
Damascus regime have stepped up
efforts to secure strategic territories. Predictably, as the conflict escalates, so, too, do military clashes
and civilian deaths.

For Iran, those aims
lie within Tehran’s
goal of establishing a
land corridor to the
Mediterranean.
US missiles struck an Assad regime base in April in response to
the base being the launch point of
an alleged chemical weapons attack against civilians. In May, US
jets fired on an Iranian-supported
column as it approached a training base in Syria’s key strategic
border town of Al-Tanf, near Iraq
and Jordan. In Azaz in northern
Syria, clashes erupted between US-

backed Kurdish forces and their patron’s ostensible NATO ally, Turkey.
In Raqqa, as the US coalition and
its allies in the Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF) increase their assault
on ISIS’s de facto capital, the United
Nations has characterised ensuing
civilian loss of life as “staggering,”
a claim rejected by the coalition
forces.
On June 18, US jets shot down a
Syrian Su-22 fighter providing air
support to regime forces approaching SDF positions at Tabqa near
Raqqa, the first such downing of a
foreign-manned aircraft since 1999
and the cause of significant diplomatic fallout. Two days later, US
fighters shot down an armed drone
of Iranian manufacture as it approached Al-Tanf.
The situation appears to be growing graver by the day, with commentators pointing to the risk of
a US conflict with Iran and others
predicting Russia as its ultimate
likely opponent. Both outcomes are
far from certain.
Former Syrian diplomat and cofounder of the civil society support
group People Demand Change, Bassam Barabandi said: “The Americans have a clear mission in Syria,
which is defeating ISIS. Everything
else is secondary.”
With the US aims in Syria beyond
ISIS’s immediate defeat subject to
question, the regime and the forces
aligned to it are seeking to gain as
much territory as possible. “The
regime does not have enough manpower to defeat the Syrian people,

Costly fighting. A Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) fighter stands
at a cemetery during a funeral for fighters killed by Islamic State
(ISIS) militants in Raqqa, on June 23. 			
(Reuters)
hold and control the lands so the
Iranians are doing the job for [it]
but for their own purposes,” Barabandi said in an e-mail exchange.
For Iran, those aims lie within
Tehran’s goal of establishing a land
corridor to the Mediterranean. For
Syrian President Bashar Assad, the
challenge is more immediate. “Assad is already an Iranian puppet.
He cannot survive without them.
The current escalation is the natural consequence of the conflict between the American mission and
Iranian aims,” Barabandi added.
Between those aims are the remnants of Syria’s civilian population
trying to survive amid the bloodiest war of the 21st century and the

besieged inhabitants of Raqqa, who
have survived three years of ISIS occupation and whose loyalties are in
doubt. “So far, the number of civilians killed has increased and is expected to increase further over the
coming days and weeks. The major
problem for the civilians of Raqqa
is that all the parties consider them
as supporting ISIS, which is a huge
mistake,” Barabandi said.
In May, the Syrian Network for
Human Rights estimated that
207,000 civilians had been killed
during Syria’s civil war, 55,000 of
whom were children.
“Amnesty International has documented numerous unlawful attacks
on civilians and civilian objects

across Syria by all parties to the
conflict, some amounting to war
crimes and crimes against humanity” Diana Semaan, the NGO’s Syria
researcher, said via e-mail. “The
Syrian government and Russia repeatedly used weapons prohibited
under international humanitarian
law on civilians. Non-state armed
groups have also conducted indiscriminate attacks on populated areas such as in Damascus countryside
and Aleppo city.”
As the US-led coalition closes in
on Raqqa, reports of civilian casualties are mounting. “We are currently investigating reports of civilian casualties resulting from US-led
coalition attacks on Raqqa governorate and we are also closely monitoring the offensive on Raqqa city,
a densely populated civilian area,”
Amnesty International said.
Ousting ISIS from positions at
Sirte in Libya and Mosul in Iraq has
proved costly in terms of time, munitions and lives. As the coalition
and the SDF rally at Raqqa, there is
little reason to suppose that ISIS’s
self-proclaimed capital will be any
easier to take.
“We are deeply worried about the
fate of civilians in Syria but in particular Raqqa,” Semaan said. “[ISIS]
has been using civilians as human
shields in Mosul and we are concerned the same tactic will be used
there.”
Simon Speakman Cordall is a
section editor with The Arab
Weekly.
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Palestinians must not allow
Iran’s shameless abuse of their cause

Tallha Abdulrazaq

Iran is not
interested in
the Palestinian
cause itself, so
much as it is
interested in
manipulating
the cause to
score political
points.

I

t cannot have escaped
notice how Iran appears
to be front and centre on
most things to do with
Israel in the media. It has
reached such levels that
the mullahs of Tehran
and their grandstanding
over the PalestinianIsraeli conflict have often
eclipsed the media presence of
the Palestinians themselves.
Those cheering for the Palestinians and their plight, however,
ought to be wary of any of the
Palestinians’ so-called Iranian
friends and their annual observance of Quds Day.
Quds Day was inaugurated in
1979 by Iranian leader Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, who set a
commemoration for the last
Friday of Ramadan to express
support for the Palestinian
struggle. Quds Day demonstrations feature speeches against
Israel and the “Great Satan” — a
reference to the United States —
followed by chants of “Death to
America!” and “Death to Israel!”
as the two countries’ flags are
burned.
It is rather dramatic and, like
other Iranian forays into foreign
affairs, designed to inflame
passions and sentiments of those
who feel that the Palestinians
have been subjected to a historic
injustice. Tehran deftly manipulates these emotions to position
itself as the spearhead of the Axis
of Resistance — a group that has
lost its way to Israel and is busy
mercilessly slaughtering in the
name of Palestinian liberation in
Syria and Iraq.
This shameless expropriation
and appropriation of the Palestinian cause is — somewhat
disconcertingly — occasionally
cheered on by Palestinians
themselves, especially the
Islamic Jihad group, the leftist
Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine (PFLP) and sometimes the Muslim Brotherhoodlinked Hamas. An example of this
was seen in 2015 when Hamas’s
armed Qassam Brigades paid its
respects to Samir al-Qantar, a
Lebanese Hezbollah terrorist
who killed Syrians in Quneitra.
Some of these Palestinian
actors chalk this up to pragmatism in the fight against the
“Zionist coloniser” and others

Sloganeering. Iranians take part in a rally marking Quds Day in Tehran, on June 23.
insist it is necessary to defend
the Iran-led axis and its resistance against Israel. Nevertheless,
their participation — particularly
the PFLP’s — in Iranian military
adventures in Syria and elsewhere serves Iran by granting it
influence on the Arab street
through the abuse of the Palestinian struggle for self-determination.
Iran itself is very pragmatic in
how it fights Israel, as are its
proxies. Throughout the 1980s,
and during its 8-year war with
Iraq, Iran actively sought and
received support from Israel by
way of illegal arms transfers that
engulfed the Reagan administration in what became known as
the Iran-Contra Scandal. Iran
also provided intelligence to the
Israelis — its avowed enemy —
during Operation Opera in 1981 to
destroy Iraq’s nuclear reactor.

Iran’s modern Iraqi rump state
is no different. Quds Day demonstrations occur anywhere Iran’s
influence is strong and on June
23 the Shia jihadists of the
Popular Mobilisation Forces had
a military parade in Baghdad.
Oddly, the PMF did not chant
“Death to America!” on this
occasion nor did they burn US
flags in support of the Palestinians.
One suspects this is may be
because the United States is
providing these holy warriors,
who are entirely at Iran’s beck
and call, with air cover they need
to reconquer areas of Iraq from
the Islamic State. Imagine the
irony: The Great Satan is providing air cover to the caretaker of
the Mahdi, the mythical descendant of Prophet Mohammad whom
the ayatollahs say will appear at
the end of times to vindicate

(AFP)

their violence.
It is imperative for Palestinians
to not allow their just struggle for
self-determination and equality
to be subverted by Iranian
politicking. Tehran is not
interested in the Palestinian
cause itself, so much as it is
interested in abusing and
manipulating the cause to score
political points against its
adversaries.
Such callousness towards the
millions of Palestinian victims of
Israeli occupation must not be
allowed to continue and all to
serve the purpose of providing a
justification for Iran’s wanton
destruction of others throughout
the Arab world.
Tallha Abdulrazaq is a researcher
at the University of Exeter’s
Strategy and Security Institute in
England.

Pro-Israel positions likely
to continue with new British landscape

Kamel Hawwash

Labour
committed to
“immediately
recognise
the state of
Palestine”
if it formed
the next
government.

T

here are questions with
regards to what
effects the snap
elections have
on British
foreign policy
towards Israel
and the occupied
Palestinian territories.
The Conservative Party, led by
Prime Minister Theresa May, won
318 seats in parliament but that
was eight seats short of the majority needed to allow her to form a
government. She is looking for
support from North Ireland
Democratic Unionist Party (DUP),
which secured ten seats.
Although still in opposition
with 262 seats, the Labour Party,
under the leadership of Jeremy
Corbyn, fared much better than
expectations when the elections
were announced in April.
An examination of the various
parties’ policies on the Palestinian territories and Israel reveals
that Labour, in its own words, is
“committed to a comprehensive
peace in the Middle East based on
a two-state solution — a secure

Israel alongside a secure and
viable state of Palestine.”
It advocated “both an end to
the (Gaza) blockade, (Israeli)
occupation and settlements and
an end to (Palestinian) rocket and
terror attacks.” Significantly,
Labour pledged to “immediately
recognise the state of Palestine” if
it formed the next government.
The Liberal Democrat’s policy
on the issue was similar. However, it supported recognition of
the independent state of Palestine “as and when it will help the
prospect of a two-state solution.”
The 2017 general election saw
Britain’s first MP with Palestinian
heritage, Layla Moran, secure a
seat in parliament for the Liberal
Democrats. Before the election,
she spoke of how her Palestinian
background made her interested
in engaging in politics.
She pointed to the influence of
her great-grandfather, who told
her that Jerusalem was once a
place “where you had Jews,
Christians and Muslim communities coming together, who were
respectful of each other,” as
quoted by the New Arab. “That’s
the kind of vision I want for the

world, where differences are
respected and we are open and
tolerant of each other’s views,”
she said. “I continue to believe
that a society like that is possible.”
With only 12 MPs in the House
of Commons, the Liberal Democrats will have limited influence
on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
The Scottish National Party
stated that it would “continue to
work with international partners
to progress a lasting peace
settlement in the Middle East,
pursuing a two-state solution for
Israel and Palestine” but did not
commit to recognition.
The Conservative manifesto
made no mention of the conflict
and neither did that of the DUP.
It will be the Conservative
Party, with its longstanding policy
of supporting a two-state solution
to the conflict and its stance that
the Israeli settlements in the
occupied territories are illegal,
that will rule.
However, the Conservatives’
long-standing support for Israel
will only be strengthened by the
agreement with the DUP. The
Northern Irish party is also a

supporter of Israel.
On hearing of a possible
agreement, President of the
Board of Deputies of British Jews
Jonathan Arkush said this would
be “positive news” both for
Britain’s Jewish community and
Israel.
The DUP is staunchly pro-Israel.
In the vote requesting the British
government to recognise a
Palestinian state in 2014, the
party’s MPs opposed it.
As Britain digests the outcome
of a truly extraordinary general
election, one thing can be
guaranteed. In the year Britain
and Israel celebrate the centenary
of the Balfour Declaration,
despite repeated requests by the
Palestinians that it should be
apologising for its effects on
them, Britain will continue to
take pro-Israel positions.
That is, of course, unless
another general election is called
on account of government
dysfunction and Labour wins a
majority in parliament.
Kamel Hawwash is a Britainbased Palestinian university
professor and writer.
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The worlds
of Zaatari and
Azraq refugee
camps in Jordan
Natalia Paszkiewicz

Amman

S

ince the beginning of the
Syrian crisis in 2011, nearly
5 million refugees have fled
the country. There are more
than 659,000 Syrian refugees registered in Jordan.
The Zaatari camp, which opened
in July 2012, is one of the largest refugee camps in the world and fourth
largest urban setting in Jordan. It
houses more than 100,000 refugees
even though it was designed for a
maximum of 60,000 people. The
camp is administrated by the Jordanian government and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Refugees who leave
Zaatari without
permission are
punished by being
sent to Azraq.
Most refugees are from the Daraa
governorate in south-western Syria,
the area that was the first to be affected by the conflict. The camp
consists of 30,000 shelters and administration buildings, three hospitals, three schools and a market of
3,000 shops and businesses, including restaurants and coffee kiosks,
on the so-called Champs-Élysées,
which trades with nearby Mafraq, a
relatively poor town that also hosts a
large Syrian population.
Zaatari was initially divided into
12 districts, with community leaders chosen to represent each district.
However, the leadership was linked
to criminality and riots and current-

ly, there are no official representatives of the community in the camp.
While there are people largely dependent on humanitarian aid, such
as lone women, unaccompanied
children and the disabled, the camp
has been unique in its economic
flourishing that allowed many refugees to improve their life in exile.
A market plays a vital role in Arab
cultures as it provides a space for
social interaction and exchange of
information. In the refugee context,
it is a crucial factor in recreating a
sense of normality for the displaced
and traumatised people. Refugee
camps often feel like no-man’s land,
with an almost eerie feeling of the
time that has stopped and life that
has ceased.
In Zaatari, however, people have
a sense of owning the space, be it
through running a small kiosk or
living in a container home that is
personalised thanks to a beautiful painting done by a local artist, a
home that does not look like thousand other shelters. The residents
were given a chance to shape their
own environment and that serves as
a source of pride, dignity and community resilience.
If it were not for the police check
at the entrance and the presence
of prefabricated container homes,
Zaatari would feel like an ordinary,
vibrant town, with people moving
around frantically on bicycles and
taxi system amid street food and
loud music. The stamp of “urban
coolness” was officially marked on
Zaatari during a visit by the rock
band U2, which filmed a video there.
With the escalation of violence in
Syria, Zaatari quickly became overcrowded. The Jordanian government anticipated further influx of
refugees and started planning an-

Own world. Syrian refugees at the Zaatari camp in Jordan. 					
other camp that was to have shelters
and amenities ready prior to Syrians’
arrival.
Azraq refugee camp opened in
April 2014 and it hosts approximately 35,000 people, mainly farmers
from northern Syria. It is built literally in the middle of a desert, 100km
east of Amman, far from any urban
area and is surrounded by a barbed
wire, which makes it look like a military camp.

Informality in the
organically developed
Zaatari has created
social networks and
independence.
Security is very strict and visitors must always be accompanied
by a Jordanian police officer. It is
safer and more organised but — and
perhaps precisely because of that —
there is not much life in the camp. It
is divided into five villages containing 1,000 family compounds. The

set-up’s aim was to facilitate community building but, as the villages
are far from each other, the result
has been exactly the opposite.
The Syrian Refugee Affairs Directorate (SRAD) — the government
agency responsible for camp management in collaboration with UNHCR — has been hesitant to grant
work permits to refugees in Azraq
and the two market areas with 200
shops — half of them owned by
refugees, half run by the host community — seem dead in comparison
to the thriving informal economy of
Zaatari camp.
Syrians complain that Jordanian
shops are difficult to reach, do not
sell products they need and the
goods are too expensive. Without a
functioning refugee-owned market,
and with economic activity stifled
by authorities, community life in
Azraq suffers a lot.
All the streets and shelters in Azraq look alike and it is easy to get
lost. The camp seems empty as most
people stay indoors. Many residents

(AFP)

would like to move to Zaatari but
the government does not allow such
transfers. Furthermore, refugees
who leave Zaatari without permission are punished by being sent to
Azraq.
This reinforces Azraq’s reputation as the place nobody wants to
live in and illustrates a failed policy
of over-regularisation as opposed to
flexibility allowed in Zaatari.
The comparison of Zaatari and
Azraq refugee camps demonstrates
that displaced people need more
than just safety and security. Informality in the organically developed
Zaatari has created social networks
and independence, while its chaotic character reflects the disorder
of real life. Orderly Azraq, on the
other hand, exposes the artificiality
and temporality of refugee encampment.
Natalia Paszkiewicz is an
anthropologist with a particular
interest in migration and refugee
studies.

The Syrian refugees: Lebanon’s mortal sin

View poi nt

Makram
Rabah

B

laming others,
particularly foreign
elements, for Lebanon’s mishaps can be
considered a Lebanese
national sport.
Conveniently, the Syrian refugee
crisis has provided both the
political class and the Lebanese
population at large with avenues
to pursue this blame game.
As if determined to highlight
this singular shortcoming, Lebanese Minister of Energy and Water
Cesar Abi Khalil blamed Lebanon’s
electricity crisis on the 1.2 million refugees, who, despite their
burdensome toll on Lebanon’s
economy, are certainly not the
prime reason the ruling elite is
incapable of addressing issues of
basic utilities.
However, the phantom chimaera
of the strains placed on the Lebanese infrastructure by the refugees is one that has consistently
mired efforts of the international
community to address the crisis.
Time and time again the Lebanese
government has failed to rise to
the challenges, proving itself an
inadequate partner to receive the
much-needed funds to develop its
own infrastructure and meet the
increasing medical and educational demands of the growing refugee
population.
Lebanese Prime Minister Saad

The challenges of Lebanon’s
response to the refugee crises
cut to the very heart of the
sectarian divide.

Hariri’s unimaginative plea to
the donor countries at a Brussels
conference in April framed the
refugee crisis as a ticking time
bomb, threatening the international community with repercussions of their continued failure to
dispense the much-needed funds.
This scare tactic failed to win considerable support, as the crux of
the problem is far removed from a
lack of funding and instead stems
from the Lebanese government’s
structural shortcomings.
From the first influx of refugees,
most of the factions inside the government failed to formulate a clear
response that showed some form
of long-term thinking. Instead,
they chose projects that openly
aspired to capitalise on the international community’s largesse.
Second, and perhaps more
importantly, the internal bickering of the various government
agencies over jurisdiction derailed
the refugee relief process. As a
consequence, much of the funds
lie trapped within a sea of red
tape, most of it created for the sole
purpose of imploding the process
and diverting the funds to various
factions’ coffers.
Before the start of the Syrian
crisis, the Lebanese Ministry of
Social Affairs (MOSA) was neither
a coveted nor prestigious post in
the eyes of the political elite, who
preferred to compete for the more
prominent security or service-oriented government portfolios.
However, this governmental ugly
duckling, which typically dealt
with society’s least popular issues,
has become the hub for the differ-

ent efforts to address the overwhelming influx of refugees. Concurrently, the government formed
a subcommittee of the government
ministries including almost the
entire cabinet, rendering regular
meetings logistically impossible
and the outcome catastrophic.
The Hariri government created
the position of State Minister for
Refugee Affairs and appointed
Mouin Merhebi, a member of the
Hariri Sunni majority parliamentary bloc, to run it. While this
move was perhaps intended to
make things better, it introduced
further obstacles to the issue.
Primarily, this ad hoc ministry had
no legal charter or mandate and,
more importantly, it duplicated the
work of MOSA and its minister and
a member of the Lebanese Forces
(LF), Pierre Abi Assi.
The challenges of Lebanon’s
response to the refugee crises go
deeper than questions over the
jurisdictional overlap. They cut to
the very heart of Lebanon’s sectarian divide. On the one hand, Abi
Assi, whose party is answerable
to its Christian constituency, has
had to tread lightly when dispensing funds to refugees. Much of Abi
Assi’s electorate tends to view the
predominantly Muslim refugee
population as essentially an invasion by stealth and is inclined to
see any humanitarian act as tacit
encouragement.
Merhebi, whose Future Movement leads Lebanon’s Sunnis, fares
little better. Most of Lebanon’s
refugees are in eastern parts of the
country, particularly in the Beqaa
Valley, a predominately Sunni area.

The internal
bickering of
the various
government
agencies
over
jurisdiction
derailed
the refugee
relief
process.

The economic strains the refugees
placed on these regions has done
little but provoke resentment within a host population that many see
as bordering upon revolt, unwilling to allow aid to trickle past them
without first receiving some slice
of the international pie.
The sectarian reality of Lebanon’s politics, as well as the structural chaos of its response, has led
to international agencies bypassing
the government and delivering aid
directly to the refugees. This might
seem a practical response; however, the outcome is muddying
the water. One immediate effect of
this is that, without local accountability, some refugees are seeking
to exploit the system. For instance,
with financial aid distributed per
person, an additional child is a
source of potential income.
Regardless of who is to blame
for Lebanon’s failure to respond to
the refugee crisis, what is certain
is that given the Lebanese government’s record, to continue on the
current path can only yield further
disasters.
Irrespective of jurisdictional and
sectarian tussles, Lebanon’s refugees are fleeing some of the most
extreme horror of the modern age.
They have gone to Lebanon for the
simplest of things: Help. Lebanon’s
appalling record in responding to
that is a mortal sin that cannot be
passed on to others.
Makram Rabah is a lecturer at
the American University of Beirut
and author of “A Campus at War:
Student Politics at the American
University of Beirut, 1967-1975.”
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Turkey loses out in the Middle East

Francis Ghilès

As Erdogan
rallies behind
Qatar in its
showdown
with Saudi
Arabia, Turkey
risks being on
the losing side
whatever the
outcome.

T

wo years before
the revolts spread
across Arab lands
in 2011, the
Turkish foreign
minister, Ahmet
Davutoglu,
launched his
doctrine of “Zero
Problems with Our Neighbours.”
He had been appointed two years
earlier and his country was often
viewed as a role model on how to
reconcile political Islam with
respect for the rule of law and
strong economic growth.
However, a series of miscalculations on Libya, Egypt and Syria
after the eruption of the revolts in
2011 turned Turkey into a problemmaker in the region. The impulsiveness of President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan shows no sign of abating.
As he rallies behind Qatar in its
showdown with Saudi Arabia, Turkey risks being on the losing side
whatever the outcome.
Were there to be a palace coup in
Doha, Turkey would find its relations with Saudi Arabia, a major
investor in Turkey, very fraught
indeed and would lose Qatar. If the
crisis pushes Qatar closer to Iran,
Turkey would find itself estranged
in the Arab world. This is what
happened in 2013 when its strong
support for President Muhammad
Morsi and the Muslim Brotherhood
in Egypt led to a stand-off with the
new Egyptian head of state, Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi. The stand-off continues to this day.
Erdogan backed a horse with connections to the Muslim Brotherhood
in Libya and, as a result, lost Turkey
many of the business contracts
it had enjoyed under Muammar
Qaddafi’s rule. Nor did his enthusiastic backing of the Islamists when
they were in power in Tunisia in
2011-13 endear him to the country’s
leadership.
Arguably, the truly geopolitical
miscalculation of Turkish foreign
policy occurred in Syria when the
then prime minister broke relations
with Damascus in August 2011. Syrian President Bashar Assad proved
a much better chess player than his
counterpart in Ankara.
The Syrian crisis quickly became
a proxy war with many actors,
from Iran to the United States and
Saudi Arabia, all driven by their
own agendas. As a true disciple
of Machiavelli, Assad released
hundreds of diehard Salafi jihadists
from prison, turning them into key

Miscalculations. Turkish troops at their military base in Doha.
actors in the killing fields and creating the perfect enemy. It quickly
pushed aside the moderate rebels
in the Free Syrian Army. Turkey
and Saudi Arabia provided Jabhat
al-Nusra and the Islamic State (ISIS)
with weapons and free passage into
northern Syria.
Observers noted that Turkey was
taking a huge risk in playing a role
like that of Pakistan, which had
enabled the Taliban to grow inside
Afghanistan only to discover that
the group soon became a cancer
within Pakistan. Supping with the
devil comes at a cost.
Turkey turned into an arms
funnel and rest centre for Syria’s
mujahideen. Meanwhile, Erdogan,
the Turkish prime minister turned
all-powerful president, silenced the
media, notably the opposition Cumhuriyet, which alleged that Turkey’s
intelligence agency was transporting weapons into Syria, and put
many journalists behind bars. Such
harsh measures cannot disguise the
fact that Erdogan has miscalculated
at every turn of the Syrian crisis.
Assad then played another
master card as he withdrew his
army from northern Syria, allowing Syrian Kurds to create problems
for Turkey. Instead of trying to
cooperate with the Syrian Kurds,
Erdogan chose to demonise them.
When the Kurds fought against ISIS
in Kobane, a few kilometres from
the Turkish frontier, in 2014, the

Turkish Army did nothing to support them.
This outraged many Kurds and
helped the charismatic People’s
Democratic Party (HDP) leader
Selahattin Demirtas, a Kurd whose
message appealed to many Turks
in 2015 and whose party entered
parliament that July. He positioned
himself as the leader of all people
in Turkey and said he was not willing to give Erdogan the presidential
powers he craved.
Having reached well above the
10% threshold in the parliament,
Demirtas was quickly viewed as a
potential challenger by Erdogan,
who broke the peace process the
government had signed a few years
before with the Kurdish insurgents
of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party
(PKK).
As the Turkish state went to war
against its Kurdish people and jihadist attacks struck vital interests
in Turkey, the consequences of
Erdogan’s repeated miscalculations
haunted Turkey. That the United
States should arm the Kurds of
northern Syria only added insult
to injury and opened new fissures
between Turkey and its major
NATO ally.
The failed coup in July 2016 and
the referendum in April, which
handed full powers to Erdogan
traumatised Turkey, which is firmly
set on the road to authoritarianism.
More than 100,000 people have

(Reuters)

lost their jobs and income since
the failed coup, the media have
been silenced and highly thought
of universities are seeing their
reputations destroyed. Thousands
of well-educated Turks, including
army officers, have fled into exile.
It can be of little consolation to
Erdogan that he has shared with
the United States, France and
Britain strategic miscalculation on
Syria. For foreign military intervention and regime change to succeed,
two conditions are required: A
strong and preferably united opposition and a minimum of consensus
among the international parties to
the game. Neither was forthcoming.
The policy promoted in 2009 by
Davutoglu was somewhat arrogant,
no doubt the result of the fact that
few Turkish diplomats speak Arabic
and understand the Middle East.
Arguably many dislike the Arabs,
giving the lie to the then foreign
minister’s remark that Turkey
could speak like the Europeans in
Brussels and the Arabs in Baghdad.
Ignorance of regional history,
the arrogance of neo-Ottomanism
and the impulsive behaviour of its
president have conspired to seriously damage Turkey’s standing in
the Middle East.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.

Erdogan raises stakes with NATO but to no avail

Yavuz Baydar

If Erdogan
launches more
powerful
overtures to
Tehran, Ankara
will consolidate
its position as the
most volatile and
unpredictable
player.

T

urkish President
Recep Tayyip
Erdogan seems
keen on keeping
tensions with
Turkey’s allies at
a constant high.
He was recently
heard raising the
stakes further, apparently to the
delight of Russia. Speaking June 25
at a conference, he indicated that
if push came to shove, his country
would question its partnership
with NATO.
“At one side, we will be together
in NATO but on the other side you
will act together with terror
organisations. All of these moves
are against NATO. In this case, the
NATO treaty should be revised,” he
said about the US-led coalition’s
support to the Kurdish People’s
Protection Units (YPG), which
Turkey considers terrorists.
US Defence Secretary James
Mattis has said there will be
continued delivery of weapons to
Syrian Kurdish fighters even after
the combat to oust Islamic State
(ISIS) militants from Raqqa, Syria,
is over.
Such indirect duels of words
make clear how deep the conflict
between Ankara and NATO goes,
with increasing risks involved. Not
parting ways, necessarily, but to a
point that Moscow has been
involved in its sophisticated

geostrategic calculations: Every
move to grow the gap between
NATO and its key ally, a front state
in its eastern flank, brings Turkey
closer to the league of Turkic states
in the Caucasus and Central Asia
under the influence of a stronger
Russia.
Ingredients for such a steady,
albeit slow-motion, glide are
obvious: Turkey under the
oppressive micromanagement of
Erdogan has practically lost all
perspectives for a membership
with the European Union; it is at
odds with the United States and
Germany over the issues that link
to battle plans in Syria and military
bases and the defection of more
than 100 senior Turkish officers
after the failed coup to NATO
countries. Erdogan and the top
echelons of his Justice and
Development Party (AKP) say,
despite blaming Gulenists for last
summer’s uprising, that NATO and
Washington were behind the
attempt to topple them.
The Qatari crisis did more than
cause further bleeding. Driven by a
perception that the isolation of
Turkey’s only remaining ally in the
region is meant to finish off the
last-standing government with the
brand Muslim Brotherhood written
over it, namely the AKP, Erdogan
sent more than 100 cargo planes of
supplies to Doha and reiterated
that military cooperation with

Qatar will be stronger than before.
Turkish presence has increased in
the Gulf emirate, in defiance of the
Trump administration’s allies in
the region.
If Erdogan launches more
powerful overtures to Tehran,
Ankara will consolidate its
position as the most volatile and
unpredictable player, a move that
might serve Russian, Iranian and
even Syrian interests. Ankara’s
engagement is based on having its
troops in the designated “de-conflicting zones” prevent a Kurdish
corridor along its border by
utilising the competition between
Russia and the United States to
establish a position to negotiate in
the post-ISIS period.
A retired military prosecutor,
former Colonel Ahmet Zeki Ucok,
on June 28, said there were at least
50,000 Gulenists in the Turkish
Army while the Defence Ministry’s
media adviser, Ertan Omeroglu,
claimed that 95% of the students
and personnel at military schools
were linked to the group. This
likely means that in the next
moves of the Supreme Military
Council (YAS) in a month, the army
will undergo its most radical
reshuffling.
This, the defecting officers in
NATO countries see as the Islamisation, even Salafisation, of an
institution that founded the
secular republic. If they are right,

much deeper mistrust is awaiting
at NATO headquarters.
Nearly half of Turkey’s generals
are in jail and more than 400
military staff have been removed
from their NATO posts. “There is
real concern that basically they
have emptied the Turkish military
of its upper commanding level, so
you have a military that is very
weakened,” Fabrice Pothier, a
non-resident senior fellow at the
Atlantic Council, a think-tank in
Washington, told the Financial
Times.
The replacements are seen with
some suspicion, due to Turkish
ambiguities with Russia, so a likely
result is that Turkish officers
would be kept at arm’s length from
some confidential meetings, as has
started to happen in NATO circles.
A prospect of ending Turkish
membership is not on the agenda
because there are far too many
issues that bind Turkey and NATO.
Erdogan knows this and seems
ready to accept that his country
will be treated as an alienated ally
within the organisation and it will
not help hide the fact that being
adrift in a turbulent region will not
be long-lasting, particularly if you
lose the dimension of military
deterrence.
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish
journalist and occasional
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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New rules for Muslim ban fan concern over Islamophobia, refugees
Thomas Seibert

Washington

R

ights advocates said
new rules for US President Donald Trump’s
controversial plan to
ban people from half a
dozen Muslim countries from travelling to the United States reflect
anti-Muslim sentiments that could
fan Islamophobic tendencies and
make life harder for refugees.
Following a US Supreme Court
ruling to reinstate part of Trump’s
travel ban after several lower
court decisions kept the travel restrictions from taking effect for
months, the administration formulated new guidelines, which
were immediately attacked by critics.
A pledge to keep people from
Muslim countries out of the United
States was part of Trump’s populist message that swept him to victory in last year’s election. Critics
of the administration say Trump
is demonising Muslims in general,
while the president argues restrictions are necessary to keep America safe.

The Muslim ban is
a saga and each
new development
leads to new
divisions.

”

Omar Noureldin,
vice-president of the Muslim
Public Affairs Council (MPAC)
Omar Noureldin, vice-president
of the Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC), an activist group, said
the Supreme Court’s decision was
likely to reinforce divisions between Muslims and non-Muslims
and a “climate of exclusion” in the
United States.
“The Muslim ban is a saga and
each new development leads to
new divisions,” Noureldin said.
“Refugees will be the ones that are
most affected.”

The Supreme Court said it would
look at the Muslim ban in detail in
its next term, which begins in October, although a decision may not
come until next June.
The court provided criteria for
travel applications from people
from Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan,
Syria and Yemen as well as for asylum bids by refugees until then.
Under the Trump plan, published
in March after a first version in
January was struck down by the
courts, citizens of the six countries
would be barred from entering the
United States for 90 days unless
they already had a valid visa or
residence permit. The acceptance
of refugees from all over the world
would be stopped for 120 days.
This second Muslim ban was also
cancelled by federal courts.
The Supreme Court said the
Trump administration had the
right to deny entry to people without “bona fide” ties to the United
States but applicants with such a
connection — relatives living in the
United States, a letter of acceptance by a US university or a job
with a US company — could enter
the country, the court said.
Three days after the ruling, the
administration defined in detail
what “bona fide” ties are. Media
reports said parents, children, a
spouse, siblings or parents-in-law
living in the United States could be
counted as “bona fide” ties for an
applicant. However, grandparents,
grandchildren, uncles, aunts, nieces, nephews, cousins, a fiancé or
brothers- and sisters-in-law could
not.
Trump argued he needed the
entry suspension to develop better vetting procedures to make
sure no militants slip into the
United States posing as visitors,
students, workers or refugees.
Rights groups, however, said that
was just a pretext. The new set was
“arbitrary and is not tied to any
legitimate government purpose,”
the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) said on Twitter. “It remains
clear that President Trump’s purpose is to disparage and condemn
Muslims.”
Noureldin, a lawyer who for-

Shutting-off Muslims. International travellers (reflected in a closed door) arrive on the day that US
President Donald Trump’s limited travel ban goes into effect at Logan Airport in Boston, on June 29.
												 (Reuters)

merly worked for a federal judge in
California, said the new regulation
appeared to be in contradiction
of a previous Supreme Court ruling that had defined ties between
grandparents and grandchildren
as a “close familial relationship.” It
was hard to see a national security
rationale behind the rules, he said:
“To me, it seems petty.”
While visitors, students or workers may point to a “bona fide” reason to enter the United States, the
situation is different for refugees,
many of whom have no connection to America. Even under the
rules before the Muslim ban, many
refugees had to wait for years before being accepted by the United
States while authorities checked
their backgrounds.
Given that the world is going
through the biggest refugee crisis
since the end of the second world

war and that some countries have
been hosting millions of refugees,
the US restrictions came under severe criticism even before the Muslim ban and the Supreme Court
decision. Rights activists said the
ruling puts lives at risk.
“The court’s decision threatens
damage to vulnerable people waiting to come to the US: People with
urgent medical conditions blocked,
innocent people left adrift, all of
whom have been extensively vetted,” David Miliband, CEO of the
International Rescue Committee
(IRC), said in a statement.
The
Trump
administration
slashed the number of refugees allowed into the United States until
the end of the fiscal year in September, from 110,000 people, a
goal set under the Obama administration, to 50,000. Reports said the
number of newly arrived refugees

in the United States is sinking fast,
with estimates indicating a total of
60,000 could be accepted by September.
As the debate about the new
Muslim ban began, it emerged
that Trump had given US authorities more power to scrutinise visa
applications. The news portal The
Hill reported that Trump signed an
executive order cancelling parts
of an order by his predecessor
Barack Obama that said most visa
applicants should be interviewed
within three weeks. As a result,
waiting times for applicants could
rise. “This is a very straightforward
step that removes an arbitrary requirement and ensures the State
Department has the needed discretion to make real-world security determinations,” White House
spokesman Michael Short told The
Hill.

Israelis and Russians like Trump; others don’t

View poi nt

Mark Habeeb

A

recent poll of people
in 37 countries
conducted by the
Pew Research Centre
indicated that, on
average, only 22% of
respondents said US President
Donald Trump would make the
right decisions in international
affairs.
A similar poll conducted by Pew
at the end of US President Barack
Obama’s term in office showed that
64% of respondents had confidence
in him.
In only two countries did Trump
receive greater support than
Obama: Israel, by 56%-49%; and
Russia, where Trump outpolled
Obama by a huge margin — 53% to
11%.
Trump also was popular in the
Philippines, where 69% of those
asked expressed confidence in
the Republican president. This
was below Obama’s 94% approval
among Filipino respondents. Only
5% of Mexican poll participants
expressed confidence Trump, who
has pledged to erect a wall along
the US-Mexican border.
Trump’s popularity in Israel and
Russia is not surprising. Obama
was unpopular in Israel almost
from the get-go. In his first months
in office, he travelled to Cairo and
Istanbul but avoided the Jewish
state. Obama did not visit Israel

Trump received greater support
than Obama, in Israel: 56% to
49%; and in Russia — 53% to 11%.

until his second term.
Obama made two serious efforts
to advance Israeli-Palestinian
peace; first under the direction
of special envoy George Mitchell
and, in his second term, with US
Secretary of State John Kerry. A key
element of this push for peace was
pressure on Israel to cease settlement expansion. Neither peace
initiative was welcomed by Israel
or its US supporters.
The animosity towards Obama
grew when he sought a deal with
Iran to limit Tehran’s nuclear programme in return for the easing of
international economic sanctions.
Israel was so hostile to the
deal that Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu travelled to
Washington to address a joint session of the US Congress to criticise
the administration’s policies. This
unprecedented diplomatic affront
to a sitting president essentially
ended any prospect for better
bilateral relations between Obama
and Israel and many Israelis waited
for the 2016 elections to usher in a
more amenable US president.
Most of the world was shocked
by Trump’s victory in November
2016 but Israelis must have been
ecstatic. The newly elected president vowed to make Netanyahu
the first official visitor to the White
House (one of the few campaign
promises he actually kept), nominated a right-wing, pro-settler to
be US ambassador to Israel, and
— in his White House meeting with
Netanyahu — suggested that a
two-state solution may not be the
answer to peace.

Trump named his son-in-law,
Jared Kushner, to lead his administration’s Israeli-Palestinian peace
efforts. Kushner has no diplomatic or political experience and
comes from a family that long has
financially supported Israeli settlements. Israelis must have thought
a member of the Likud Party had
won the US presidency.
Trump has since backed down
on some of his positions, such as
pledging to move the US Embassy
to Jerusalem and promising to
pull out of the Iran deal. He has
even suggested that Israel should
slow down its settlement-building
enterprise. Netanyahu, however, is
immensely more politically savvy
than the former real estate developer in the White House and will
most likely find it relatively easy to
get his way.
Trump’s popularity among Russians also is no surprise. Throughout the 2016 election campaign, the
Russian media consistently reported on Trump in favourable terms.
Trump’s promise to bring about
a more cooperative US-Russian
relationship and his clear admiration for Russian President Vladimir
Putin, who remains popular among
his people, certainly contributed to
his popularity.
Since the fall of the Soviet Union,
many Russians have yearned for
the kind of international respect
that Moscow enjoyed under the
70-year communist government.
Trump’s flattery of their leader and
emphasis on the importance of
US-Russian relations gave Russians
what they wanted.

Confidence
in Trump
was 18%
in Tunisia,
15% in
Lebanon
and 9% in
Jordan.

Trump’s desire for better USRussian relations has not materialised but this is primarily due
to investigations into possible
collusion between Russia and
some of Trump’s campaign advisers, including Kushner. Russians
apparently do not hold Trump
responsible for the state of tension
between Moscow and Washington.
There is another common factor uniting Israelis and Russians
behind Trump: Both countries are
evolving into ethno-nationalist
states and Trump’s political rhetoric, especially his anti-immigrant,
anti-Muslim and “America First”
admonitions, strike a familiar and
popular chord.
Confidence in Trump was abysmal in the three Arab countries included in the poll: 18% in Tunisia,
15% in Lebanon and 9% in Jordan.
In fairness to Trump, Obama also
polled low in those countries: 27%,
36% and 14%, respectively.
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of the Pew poll was the steep
fall in stated confidence among
citizens of traditional US allies,
including European countries
with which the United States has
worked for decades to address
international problems and crises.
Among respondents from NATO
members, confidence in Trump
ranged from 25% in Italy to 7% in
Spain.
Mark Habeeb is East-West editor
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct
professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown University
in Washington.
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Documentary explores Arab-Canadian barbershop culture
Abdulrahman al-Masri

Ottawa

N

isreen Baker was waiting for her husband at
a Lebanese-owned barber shop in the western
Canadian city of Edmonton. She overheard Arab men
conversing in the waiting area.
Baker said the men’s frank and unapologetic discussions over politics,
identity and family sparked the
idea for her documentary “Things
Arab Men Say.”
Baker, an Egyptian-Canadian
film-maker, said what she overheard at Jamal’s Eden Barber Shop
was characteristic of discussions
that Arab Canadians have in their
homes over hard topics, especially
when mainstream Western media
tend to associate Arab culture with
extremism.

Baker selected the
participants of her
52-minute
documentary to
serve as a microcosm
of the Arab
community.
To counter that negative portrayal, Baker said: “I want to invite the
Canadian public into our homes.”
Baker had her husband, his
friends and other customers take
part in her documentary, with Jamal’s shop serving as the film’s
set. Produced by the National Film
Board of Canada, “Things Arab
Men Say” aims to correct the media
depiction of Arab Canadian men.
With a hockey game playing
on a small corner screen and the
sound of electric razors in the background, seven Arab Canadians, in a
mix of Arabic and English, debated
identity, politics, family, work and,
of course, religion.

Baker selected the participants
of her 52-minute documentary to
serve as a microcosm of the Arab
community. They were from various Arab countries — Egypt, Sudan,
Lebanon and Iraq — as well as from
different faiths, including Islam,
Christianity and Druze.
By having diverse participants,
Baker said she wanted to “show
the Canadian public the 50 shades
of Arabs.”
“We range from the very liberal
to the very conservative, from the
religious to the non-religious,” she
added.
Of the topics raised by the documentary’s participants, three stand
out: Preserving Arabic culture
while living in a Western society;
stereotypes and challenges they
face daily as a mischaracterised minority; and the elusive, unsettled
relationship they have with their
home countries.
Ghassan, Baker’s husband, described his challenge of being a
“stateless” Palestinian until being allowed to stay in Canada. He
noted that throughout his career
he has been subject to stereotypes
and negative perceptions by coworkers.
“The jokes are almost always
about me being a terrorist, something about me blowing something
up,” he said.
Faisal is a third-generation immigrant with Metis and Lebanese
roots. He said Canadians of Arab
or South-Asian backgrounds are
“lumped all into the same category. We’re terrorists and we’re [the
Islamic State] ISIS and they have to
protect against us.”
“That’s just being used as a political ploy to gain votes,” Faisal said.
A recent report by Statistics
Canada indicated that hate crimes
targeting Muslims in Canada increased 61% from 2014-15. The report noted that religion motivated
35% of hate crimes reported to the
police in 2015. The report noted an
increase in reported crimes moti-

‘Things Arab Men Say.’ A scene from the trailer of “Things Arab Men Say” by Egyptian-Canadian
film-maker Nisreen Baker.
(Vimeo)
vated by hatred of race or ethnicity.
Much of the increase was the result
of more hate crimes targeting the
Arab and West-Asian populations.
Issues regarding their countries
of origin were also debated in
the documentary: How and why
should they preserve their culture
while in Canada, for example, and
how can they relate to their own
country after immigrating abroad.
Most men in the group said that
teaching Arabic to their children
was essential to maintaining cultural links with their origins.
Hassan, an Egyptian-Canadian,
said: “If you lose the language,
you lose part of the culture.” Other
communities, such as Québécois
and the First Nations, in Canada try
to preserve their culture through
maintaining their languages.
Keeping the culture alive, however, does not mean they are not
changing.

“I’ve changed compared to the
Lebanese people,” said Adnan, who
immigrated to Canada from Lebanon in 2008.
The general notion of immigrants
struggling to adapt to life in a new
country while trying to define and
construct their hyphenated identity is real. However, what also
seems prevalent is a loss of belonging to their country of origin due to
exposure to different cultures and
ways of life as well as conflict and
underdevelopment in their home
countries.
Baker said the issue of conflicting identities observed in the documentary relates to her own experience.
“From my perspective,” said
Baker, “my country, Egypt, has become the home that is never going
to be home. You change, and the
(home) country changes, too,
and
unfortunately
in
two

different directions.”
Baker said the sad reality is that
the Arab world is deteriorating and
failing to progress. When Arabs
move to a developed country, however, they start to move forward.
“What’s a common identity?”
asked Baker. “I think we are still
trying to figure that out… [Some
of the documentary participants]
are trying to go back to their roots
and some want to break out of their
shells.”
The overall message that Baker
aimed to deliver through her documentary is that Arabs and Arab
Canadians are “a lot more than
the one image they keep watching
about us in mainstream media.”
Abdulrahman al-Masri reports on
politics and news in the Middle
East and Syria in particular. He can
be followed on Twitter:
@AbdulrhmanMasri.

The common factors of far right and radical Islamist hatred

View poi nt

Gareth Smyth

N

othing has shown the
similarities between
the far-right and
Islamist extremists
more than the use of
a van driven into
Muslims leaving prayers in
London’s Finsbury Park. The
attack, which killed a 51-year-old
man and injured 11 other people,
was a chilling copy of the carnage
claimed by the Islamic State (ISIS)
on London Bridge and Borough
Market that left seven dead and
dozens injured.
The decision by the Metropolitan Police to charge the alleged
Finsbury Park perpetrator, Darren
Osborne, 47, with terrorist
offences as well as murder had the
virtue of confirming the similarities between extremists. ISIS
quickly called for revenge.
London is probably the most
global city in the world. Every
nationality and sect can be found
somewhere in the city. If this
cosmopolitan nature has made
London a tourist attraction with
30 million annual visitors, it has
also given it a vulnerability that
can be exploited by those who
seek to stir and exploit division.
Disparities in wealth are as
striking as differences in culture or
religion. Some of the world’s most
expensive apartments sit near
social housing blocks such as
Grenfell Tower, North Kensington,
which burned so spectacularly in
mid-June, killing at least

Social media are the chosen
means both of Islamists and the
far right have been quicker than
governments to see the potential.

79 people.
The British government — like
most governments around the
world — faces a challenge in the
alienation of young people,
particularly in marginalisation
caused by high levels of youth
unemployment. Commentators
well able to point out the role of
jobless youths in the “Arab spring”
seem to miss the level of disenchantment in Europe and the way
it fuels extremism.
“There is so much elitism in the
way the world is seen,” an Arab
human rights lawyer working in
Europe recently said. “In my own
field, there’s a shocking lack of
understanding or awareness of the
situation faced by poor people in
Europe. Poverty and disenfranchisement are associated with
Africa and the Middle East. People
pull faces when I suggest that
some of the
money spent
on the
International

Criminal Court might be better
invested in the London fire
brigade.”
“Radicalisation” is a term
usually applied in Europe to
young Muslims who fall under the
influence of extremists. The
thousand or so from Britain — a
figure determined by the International Centre for the Study of
Radicalisation at Kings College,
London — who have fought in
Syria are part of a larger number
sympathetic to militancy. Last
year, however, one-third of
referrals to Channel, a British
government body dealing with
political extremism, were over the
far right. Osborne was hardly
young but he was unemployed.
Social media are the chosen
means both of Islamists and the
far-right, who, like corporate
giants Facebook and Google, have
been quicker than
governments to see the
potential. It has taken
atrocities such as
London Bridge and

Common enemy. People attend a vigil outside Finsbury Park
Mosque in north London, on June 20.

(AFP)

If a
cosmopolitan nature
has made
London
a tourist
attraction,
it has also
given it a
vulnerability
that can be
exploited.

Finsbury Park, plus the prospect
of jihadis returning from Syria as
the ISIS caliphate crumbles, for
British Prime Minister Theresa
May to propose better regulation
of the internet.
Given the international structures and power of the corporates,
this will not be easy. John Mann,
Labour member of Parliament for
Bassetlaw, Nottinghamshire, has
rightly argued for the application
to social media of existing laws
governing libel and incitement to
hatred or violence. Put simply,
whipping up violence, harassing
others and criminal conspiracy are
illegal.
Citizens too have responsibility.
Nicola Benyahia — a 47-year-old
whose son Rasheed, 18, died in
Syria six months after he went in
2015 to fight for ISIS — has established Families for Life to offer
advice and support for people
worried that a friend or family
member is being radicalised. Her
eloquent voice warns other
parents not to assume a child
spending a lot of time with a
gaming headset on is simply
playing games; they might be
communicating with extremist
recruiters.
Friends and relatives of Darren
Osborne said he showed few if any
signs of the hatred of Muslims that
led him to drive 250km in a hired
van from his home in Wales with
malice in his mind. However,
material inciting such hatred is
readily and freely available. It is
time it was not.
Gareth Smyth is a regular
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
He was chief correspondent in Iran
for the Financial Times in 2003-07.
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Qatar’s travel sector feels the squeeze of sanctions
Tom Arnold

Doha

A

boycott imposed by four
Arab countries that accuse Qatar of supporting
terrorism is squeezing
the tourism sector and
Doha’s hotels, which usually are full
during Eid al-Fitr, saw steep falls in
occupancy rates this year.
A Reuters survey of five major
hotels determined average occupancy was 57% at the start of the
Eid festival, which marks the end of
the Ramadan fasting month when
friends and families eat and pray together and take holidays.
“We’re usually packed with Saudis and Bahrainis but not this year,”
a staff member at a five-star hotel
said.

Some top hotels’
average occupancy was
less than 60% at the
start of the Eid festival.
Aviation analyst Will Horton
estimated Hamad International
Airport, one of the Middle East’s
busiest, would handle 76% as many
flights in early July compared with
the same period last year, a loss of
about 27,000 passengers a day.
The airport did not respond to a
Reuters request for data on the effects of sanctions.
Visitors from the rest of the Gulf
Cooperation Council usually account for almost half of all visitors
to Qatar. So the decision by Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates,
Bahrain and Egypt to cut diplomatic
and transport ties on June 5 hit traffic hard.
“Doha in early July, assuming
the restrictions remain, will have
less capacity than a year ago — a
confronting figure for a region
where every month sets year-onyear records,” said Horton, a senior analyst at Australia’s CAPA

Mounting deficit. View of departures area at Hamad International Airport in Doha, on June 20.
Centre for Aviation.
There is no breakthrough in sight
for the crisis in which the four Arab
countries issued an ultimatum to
Doha to close Al Jazeera television,
curb ties with Iran, shut a Turkish
military base and pay reparations.
A defiant Doha denied accusations
of supporting terrorism and said the
demands were unrealistic.
Hundreds of weekly flights to and
from Qatar have been cancelled
because of the dispute. Hamad
airport will lose fees paid by airlines and passengers, as well as
terminal revenue from duty free

shops and restaurants.
Air links suspended by the four
Arab countries represented approximately 25% of flights by stateowned Qatar Airways, one of the
region’s big three carriers.
Elsewhere in the tourist sector,
hotels, restaurants and other facilities have had to find new sources of
services and goods, in some cases at
higher cost, due to the boycott, said
Rashid Aboobacker, senior director
at TRI Consulting in Dubai.
“A substantial drop in visitor arrivals is likely to force hotel and real
estate developers to re-evaluate

their strategies and priorities, potentially causing delays to some of
the ongoing (tourism) projects,” he
said.

Analysts estimate
airport’s flights are
down one-quarter.
Qatar’s World Cup organising
committee said sanctions had not
affected preparations for the tournament and alternative sources for
construction materials had been secured.

(Reuters)

Qatar has said 46,000 rooms will
be available to host fans by the time
of the World Cup. In March, it had
119 hotels with 23,347 rooms, the
tourism authority said.
Developing business and leisure
tourism is part of Qatar’s drive to
move its economy away from reliance on oil and gas revenue. Doha
aims to raise the tourism sector’s
contribution to GDP to 5.2% by
2030 from 4.1% now, while raising
the number of people employed by
nearly 70% to 127,900.
(Reuters)

Doha ends moratorium on North
Field development in face of
new competition from Tehran
Jareer Elass

Washington

Q

atar’s development of
its giant North Field,
which began more than
20 years ago, propelled
the small Gulf state into
the position as the world’s largest
exporter of liquefied natural gas
(LNG). It also provided Doha with
the substantial wealth and political
clout to stand independently from
its Gulf Arab neighbours on geopolitical issues, including interaction
with Iran. Doha’s distinctive stance
towards Tehran has contributed to
the crisis with other Gulf states.

The Qatari
moratorium, put in
place 12 years ago,
was as much to
appease Tehran as it
was to safeguard the
reservoir from
potential damage.
However, Qatar’s announcement
that it has lifted a 12-year moratorium on new projects in the North
Field, which it shares with Iran, is
setting the stage for fierce competition between Doha and Tehran for
global gas market share. That competition could strain diplomatic relations that the two Gulf countries

carefully cultivated.
Iran is moving quickly to expand
its own gas potential now that it is
free from the most stringent international sanctions and is expected
to surpass Doha’s production levels from their shared gas field this
year.
Since the easing of sanctions in
January 2016, Iran has prioritised
developing its portion of the North
Field, known as South Pars, because it badly needs more gas to
meet domestic power demand and
for re-injection into ageing crude
reservoirs. In November 2016, Iran
signed a deal with French energy
giant Total to develop its South
Pars II project.
Qatar has been the largest global
LNG exporter since 2006 but its
top position is threatened by several gas-producing rivals, including Australia, which is expected
to wrestle that crown away from
Doha either this year or next. The
Qatari regime needs a boost in gas
production in the face of sliding oil
production, sustained low oil prices and extravagant infrastructure
expenditures as it prepares to host
the 2022 FIFA World Cup.
The North Field, deemed the
world’s largest natural gas field,
stretches 9,700 sq.km in Gulf waters between Qatar and Iran. Qatar’s portion, accounting for twothirds of the field, is in the southern
section. Qatar has aggressively
developed North Field gas, while
Iran got off to a slower start with its

South Pars area due to international sanctions that imposed financial
and technological constraints.
Doha’s 2005 decision to place a
moratorium on exploration in the
North Field derived as much from
political calculations as technical and economic determinations.
Rapid production had raised concerns about pressure levels in the
field and the field’s depletion. Perhaps more importantly Doha was
keenly aware that it was drawing
Iran’s ire through its fast expansion
of the North Field while Tehran
was unable to progress past initial
South Pars development phases,
leading to accusations in Iran that
Doha was “stealing” Iranian gas
from the shared field.
The Qatari moratorium, put in
place 12 years ago, was as much to
appease Tehran as it was to safeguard the reservoir from potential
damage.
Iran shares several oil and gas
cross-border fields and has been
vocal when it believes its Gulf
neighbours have been cheating
Tehran. In December 2011, Emad
Hosseini, then spokesman for the
Iranian parliament’s energy committee, accused Gulf Arab states
sharing maritime borders with Iran
of collaborating to exploit those
fields to Tehran’s disadvantage.
Hosseini said: “Sometimes Saudi
Arabia helps Kuwait extract more
oil and gas in the shared fields.
Sometimes Kuwait helps the United Arab Emirates and sometimes

the United Arab Emirates helps
Oman.” In reference to the North
Field, Hosseini said that “Qatar exploits many times more than Iran
from the shared gas field and started its exploitation several years
earlier than Iran. There should be a
way to solve this problem.”
While diplomatic concerns may
have prompted Doha to put further
development of the North Field on
hold for more than a decade, the
fact that Qatar could lose market
share to its neighbour as it faces
intense competition from other
gas producers was a clear incentive for lifting the moratorium. In
announcing the end of the moratorium, Qatar Petroleum (QP) CEO
Saad Sherida al-Kaabi said the

state energy firm would develop a
new project in the North Field that
would increase Qatar’s natural gas
production capacity approximately
10% within seven years.
In February, when asked about
the effects of Iran moving forward
with work on South Pars, Kaabi insisted that Iranian development of
its portion of the shared field “has
nothing to do with what we do with
the moratorium. It never did and it
never will.” Two months later, the
QP CEO declared that the moratorium on new North Field development had been lifted.
Jareer Elass reports on energy
issues for The Arab Weekly. He is
based in Washington.
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Algeria girds for cutting sensitive subsidies

Egypt slashes
fuel subsidies
in IMF-backed
reform

Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

lgerian Prime Minister
Abdelmadjid Tebboune
is considering the country’s first cuts to the subsidy regime, long held as
sacrosanct.
Tebboune was ordered by Algerian President Abdelaziz Bouteflika
to steer clear of foreign debt and
spare the country’s dwindling foreign reserves while addressing economic issues.
Subsidy cuts would likely prove
unpopular with the public but experts said the move is part of an
overdue reform of the Algerian
economy. The government’s legislative agenda said the “progressive
adaptation of the subsidy system”
will be made with the involvement
of “parliament, political parties
and civil society… to give it more efficiency, greater justice and social
fairness through precise targets.”
Algeria’s subsidy system, which
costs an estimated $66 billion per
year, provides crucial services for
40 million citizens and funds most
sectors of the economy, including
education, health, agriculture and
medicine. Subsidies for food and
energy cost the country approximately $28 billion annually.
This is considerable given that Algeria’s GDP, which was $214 billion
in 2014 and slowed to $165 billion in
2016, is expected to total $164.8 billion for 2017.
“For the year of 2013, subsidies
totalled more than $60 billion,” said
financial analyst Said Rabiaa. “The
government’s financial open-handedness was even broader than that
in the previous years to buy social
peace.”
Tebboune has not released details of the revised subsidy system
but any change is likely to be heavily scrutinised. Many Algerians
view proposed cuts as a sign of
politicians’ arrogance and incompetence. They say the government
failed to diversify the economy
when oil prices were high and is
now incapable of moving Algeria
away from a rentier economy.
Tebboune has assured that he
would safeguard the welfare of the
economy.
“Algeria was and will remain a
social and democratic republic,” he
told parliament while outlining his
programme. “We are committed to
the social nature of the state, which
is the product of the revolution and
the independence and never, ever
will we touch this gain and asset.”
His task will be tricky because of
Algeria’s worsening economic conditions and the leadership’s reluc-

Egypt announced a sharp increase in fuel prices, slashing government subsidies in a tough IMFbacked reform programme.
The cabinet said that 82 octane
petrol would sell for 20 US cents
a litre, up from 13 cents, with the
same increase for diesel, while 92
octane petrol rose from 20 US cents
a litre to 28 cents.
The government first increased
fuel prices in 2014 and again last
November after floating the pound.
The country had spent billions
of dollars propping up the pound,
which rose from 8.9 pounds to the
US dollar to 18 after flotation.
Investors and international lenders have applauded the reforms but
the measures have fuelled inflation, which hovers at approximately 30%.
(Agence France-Presse)

Shifting priorities. People shop at Ali Mellah market in Algiers.
tance to take on foreign debt.
Bouteflika tasked the cabinet
with cutting the value of imports
to safeguard foreign currency reserves and avoiding foreign debt.
Each of these conditions strains the
treasury.
“The crisis of the oil prices is enduring and is imposing a set of challenges on us,” Bouteflika acknowledged during a cabinet meeting.
Presidential Chief of Staff Ahmed
Ouyahia, who heads the National
Rally for Democracy political party,
warned that Algeria would suffer in
the near future if it were unable to
get its act together on the economy.
“If we fail to strengthen the economy we risk finding ourselves under the yoke of the [International
Monetary Fund] IMF by 2024-25
and we will then come under the
chainsaw,” he said.
Reforms that might shock people
were needed in the context of the
crisis, he added.
Algeria cut imports this year but
official figures show that the change
was not substantial, with it slowing
0.9% to $19.7 billion in the first five
months of this year. This is mostly
due to Algeria’s reliance on food im-

ports, which cannot be reduced.
Algerian experts say the country’s dire economic outlook has
pushed the government into undertaking painful reforms.
“(Algeria’s) main economic indicators are bad, including its budget, trade deficit, unemployment
and inflation,” said financial analyst Mohamed Gouali, who noted
that the country’s growth forecast
slowed from 4.2% in 2016 to 1.4%
this year and to 0.6% in 2018.

Algeria’s GDP, which
was $214 billion in
2014 and slowed to
$165 billion in 2016, is
expected to total
$164.8 billion for 2017.
“With such low rates of growth,
there is no prospect for oil prices to
rise to more than $55 per barrel unless there is war in the Gulf region,”
he said. “I add that Algeria is in the
second year of its five-year plan to
diversify the economy with no substantial progress.”
Tebboune said Algeria’s foreign
currency reserves total $114 billion,

(AFP)

down from $122 billion at the end
of 2016. The World Bank expects
the reserves to fall to $60 billion in
2018.
Rachid Sekak, a former director
of the debt department at Algeria’s
Central Bank, said: “The country
needs the equivalent of $20 billion-$25 billion to plug the deficit
each year. Where will this money
come from? The situation could
worsen if oil prices were to decline
on the world market.”
Economist Ali Bahmane said that
declining oil revenue has rendered
the state’s efforts to ensure social
stability by providing a comprehensive subsidy system and welfare
programme “out of date.”
“All of this had robbed Algeria of
the opportunity to build a productive economy that can cushion the
impact of falling oil prices and the
repercussions of the return of a demographic boom,” Bahmane said.
Experts said the government was
likely to start the reforms by trimming subsidies on petroleum products, electricity and gas, which together account for approximately
$15.3 billion, 72% of which benefit
the wealthy.

Negotiations between PayPal, Tunisia fall through
Stephen Quillen

Tunis

T

he electronic payment
service PayPal rejected
Tunisia’s bid to access its
services, the government
confirmed. PayPal reportedly said the application was refused because of Tunisia’s inability
to ensure freedom of potential users’ financial operations overseas.
Tunisia is among approximately
25 countries that impose controls
that strictly limit citizens’ access to
foreign currency and the transfer of
domestic currency overseas.
PayPal’s decision, which came
after years of negotiations, caught
government officials and the public by surprise, as recent reports
indicated a deal was close to being
reached.
Tunisian Minister of Communication Technologies and Digital Economy Anouar Maârouf in May said “a
road map will be developed in the
near future to finalise the details of

Briefs

access to the site.”
PayPal’s abrupt reply was met
with confusion and frustration.
“Like everyone, I was surprised
by the dry and careless response of
#Paypal with respect to Tunisia,”
wrote Taher Mestiri, an IT entrepreneur who participated in the negotiations, on Facebook shortly after
the announcement.
Government officials involved in
the negotiations also said they were
surprised, saying that extensive efforts had been made on the part
of various government agencies,
including the Central Bank and the
Ministry of Finance, to reach a compromise with the payment service.
Until recently, the exchanges had
been largely positive, they said.
“It is a complex situation and we
have some financial restrictions…
but they were aware of this condition before,” said a Tunisian official
involved in the negotiation process,
who spoke on condition of anonymity.
“It is very important for PayPal to
support Tunisia’s young democracy
in the Arab region.”

PayPal did not immediately respond to e-mailed questions from
The Arab Weekly on its decision to
deny Tunisia’s bid.
For many Tunisians, particularly
young entrepreneurs trying to make
headway in a struggling economy,
the decision is a major setback.

Like everyone, I
was surprised by
the dry and careless
response of #Paypal
with respect to
Tunisia.

”

Taher Mestiri, a Tunisian IT
entrepreneur
“It’s sad and frustrating at the
same time,” said Ahmed Nasri, 23.
“We were all looking forward to
(having PayPal), as it would take
our country’s development one
step further but it did not go as we
wished.”
“It’s not surprising at all,” said
Mohamed Ali Touati, the manag-

ing director of a company in Sousse.
“It’s exactly what I was expecting.”
Touati said the lack of access to
PayPal and other payment services,
such as international credit cards,
limits his business model.
“I cannot target the Tunisian
market because they need international credit cards to purchase my
services,” he said. “This has a direct
impact on my company.”
While Touati acknowledged that
some restrictions were necessary
to protect the economy, he said the
government could do more to increase flexibility.
Mestiri, in an interview with Tunisian media, said it was time for
Tunisia to consider revising its finance laws.
“The experience with PayPal has
shown us that today we are completely excluded from the global
economy,” he said. “Now we either
start the discussion for a new law…
or we assume that this country will
continue to (lose its potential).”
Stephen Quillen is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Despite weak oil
prices, OPEC still
pockets more
dollars
With world oil inventories swelling despite a global pact on cutting
output and crude prices falling by
20% in the past month, OPEC appears to be losing its battle to balance the market.
There is one crucial fight the oilexporting group has been winning:
Its members have earned more
money this year than last and the
prospect of higher revenues is likely to motivate OPEC to stick with
output cuts or even deepen them.
OPEC’s first output cut in eight
years has earned the group $1.64
billion a day this year, up more than
10% from the second half of 2016,
stated Reuters calculations based
on OPEC figures for average production and its crude basket price
through June 20.
Compared with the first half of
2016, when oil prices sank to a 12year low near $27 a barrel, the increase in income is a dramatic 43%,
even though OPEC production was
little changed.
(Reuters)

UN refugee cash
card scheme
boosts Lebanese
grocers
In three years, Lebanese grocer
Ali Khiami hired six staff, invested
in property and funded his children’s university education. Business is booming — thanks to Syrian
refugees using UN debit cards.
Displaced Syrian families in Lebanon are using electronic cards,
topped up each month by the UN
World Food Programme (WFP) with
$27 per person, for their grocery
shopping.
The WFP scheme has helped refugees and delivered a windfall to
cash-strapped Lebanese shop owners.
Lebanon, a country of 4 million
people, hosts more than 1 million
refugees who fled the conflict that
has ravaged neighbouring Syria
since 2011.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Tired, traumatised Mosul mothers unable to breastfeed
Layal Abou Rahal

Khazir Camp

W

azira rocks her tiny
baby pleadingly but
he is inconsolable,
crying for the milk
his mother can neither produce herself nor buy in a
camp near the Iraqi battleground
city of Mosul.
“He’s been crying since the moment he was born. He only stops
when he’s so exhausted that he falls
asleep,” the 24-year-old Iraqi mother said, sheltering her baby Rakan
from the scorching sun with a piece
of white cloth.
“I cannot breastfeed him and I
feel he’s never satisfied. There’s no
good food to eat and no money to
buy baby formula,” she said, sitting
outside one of the clinics in Khazir
camp.
The camp south-east of Mosul, where Iraqi forces are into the
eighth month of a massive operation against the Islamic State (ISIS),
is crammed with approximately
32,000 people displaced from the
war-torn city.
Conditions in Khazir, one of the
largest — but not the worst — displacement camps near Mosul are
difficult. Temperatures soaring past
43 degrees Celsius add to Rakan’s
discomfort.

Stress affects
breastfeeding more
than a mother’s
own nutritional
status or physical
health.

”

Evgenia Zelikova, MSF medical
coordinator in Iraq
“Sometimes I pound the biscuits
they give us at the camp into powder and mix them with water to try
to feed him by force,” said the young

Life at a thread. An Iraqi woman carries a child at Al-Khazir camp for internally displaced people, located between Erbil and Mosul,
last June.
mother, her face partly covered by a
black veil.
A few metres down the queue,
Marwa is also waiting for her turn
to take her 8-month-old daughter
to a doctor. The 25-year-old mother,
who fled western Mosul with her
family two weeks earlier, has not
been able to produce maternal milk
to give Maryam for five months.
“These past few months made
me very tired. We kept moving
from house to house until we finally
managed to get out,” she said. “I
was sick and couldn’t feed her any
more.”
As elite forces retake the city one
neighbourhood at a time, civilians often used as human shields
by the jihadists stay cooped up in
their homes — at risk from shelling

and dwindling food supplies — until
their area is retaken.
The line of haggard-looking
mothers holding wailing babies
curled around the clinic run by the
International Medical Corps, a USbased charity. Neshmeel Diller, one
of the doctors at the clinic, said she
examined up to 80 women a day.
“Seventy percent of them complain of their inability to breastfeed
and of their children always being
hungry and crying all the time,” she
said.
“The psychological condition of
these mothers and the hormonal
changes caused by anxiety and depression, the lack of privacy and
physical comfort as well as of balanced nutrition… all these factors
converge to affect their ability to

breastfeed,” Diller said.
She said the pressure of life in
the camp often meant that mothers
would lose the patience to repeat
their attempts.
Doctors Without Borders (MSF),
another medical charity, said it was
also monitoring the effects of lactation failure rates on nutrition among
the displaced child population.
More than 800,000 people have
been forced from their homes since
the start of the Mosul operation last
October. Most experienced traumatising living conditions under
the ruthless rule of ISIS for close to
three years, risked their lives trying
to flee and now face a very uncertain future.
“Stress is a major factor affecting
the mothers of our little patients.

(AFP)

Stress affects breastfeeding more
than a mother’s own nutritional status or physical health,” MSF medical coordinator in Iraq Evgenia Zelikova said.
“We do notice an increase in
malnutrition among babies whose
mothers are no longer able to
breastfeed,” she said. “This is because formula milk is often hard to
come by or extremely expensive in
besieged areas of Mosul and in the
camps.”
The UN Children’s Fund said it
had noticed a spike in malnutrition
among the most recently displaced
children and had begun distributing
a peanut-based supplement among
affected populations.
(Agence France-Presse)

The Middle East says ‘Open Sesame’ to international scientists
Ibraheem Juburi

London

A

major scientific research
centre has opened in
Jordan, a few kilometres
outside Amman, in an
unprecedented collaboration between opposing Middle
Eastern countries.
King Abdullah II of Jordan attended the May 16 opening ceremony
of Sesame — Synchrotron-light for
Experimental Science and Applications — which its operators hope
will become the site for the region’s
most significant scientific research
projects.
“Sesame is the most important
scientific event that has happened
in the Middle East region,” said
Mahmoud Tabrizchi, professor of
chemistry at the Isfahan University
of Technology in Iran.

About $90
million

has gone towards
funding the project,
including pledges
of $5 million.
The physicists behind UNESCOsupported Sesame, whose name
symbolises the opening of the institute’s doors to scientists worldwide,
hale from countries that rarely engage with one another — Iran, Israel, Jordan, Turkey, Egypt, Cyprus,
Pakistan and the Palestinian territories.
About $90 million has gone to-

wards funding the project, including pledges of $5 million each from
Israel, Iran, Jordan, Turkey and the
European Union.
The facility’s crown jewel is its
round tube-like synchrotron, a particle accelerator — one of about 60 in
the world but the first in the Middle
East — that can provide exceptionally detailed views of everything
from cancerous tissue to paintings.
“A synchrotron light source is essentially a large flash lamp coupled
to a number of super microscopes,
which allows scientists to study
matter on scales ranging from biological cells down to atoms,” Sir
Chris Llewellyn Smith, British physicist and chairman of the Sesame
project said via e-mail.
Sesame is partially modelled on
Geneva’s European Organisation
for Nuclear Research, better known
as Cern, home to the Large Hadron
Collider, the world’s largest particle
accelerator.
Unlike its Swiss brother, which
specialises in smashing protons into
each other to detect smaller debris
particles — such as the Higgs boson,
the so-called God particle — Sesame functions by firing electrons in
a constant loop near the speed of
light.
Andrew Harrison, CEO of Diamond Light Source, home to Britain’s synchrotron, in an e-mail conversation, said the machine has the
capability to uncover an object’s
most nuanced structural features.
“The fast-moving electrons produce bright beams of light — predominantly in the X-ray region,”
he said. Scientists then use this
bright “synchrotron light” to examine minute matter such as atoms
and molecules, studying anything
from viruses and vaccines to fossils

Fostering excellence. Jordan’s King Abdullah II (L) attending the
launch of the major scientific research centre Sesame in Balqa
province, last May.
(Jordanian Royal Court)
and jet engines.
Applications of the technique are
wide-ranging and potentially highly
significant. At the SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory in California in April, scientists uncovered
previously unknown atomic details
of a hormone receptor associated
with regulating blood pressure. Researchers said the discovery could
lead to new medicines targeting
cardiovascular conditions, neuropathic pain and tissue growth.
“Giant magneto-resistance, the
phenomenon behind portable MP3
players, was studied using synchrotrons. The anti-flu drug Tamiflu was
developed using synchrotron based
research and the structures of many
proteins, viruses and vaccines were
successfully mapped using synchrotron light,” Harrison said.

Sesame’s
mission
statement
names two main goals: Fostering
scientific excellence in the region by
preventing brain drain and contributing to a culture of peace through
international scientific cooperation.
“Sesame will strengthen science
in the Middle East by opening many
opportunities for research in fields
ranging from biology and medicine,
through physics, chemistry and
materials science, to archaeology,”
Llewellyn Smith said. “It will also
facilitate and encourage collaboration between scientists in different
countries in the region, to their mutual advantage.”
Professor Eliezer Rabinovici,
theoretical physicist at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem and one
of the founders of Sesame, said he
hopes the project proves to be an

attractive prospect for the region’s
scientists.
“Indeed, one can hope that having a first-class machine in the region will help attract first rate scientists and engineers to remain in the
region. There is nothing wrong with
them acquiring knowledge abroad
but it is good to have something to
attract them back,” he said in an email message.
Political stumbling blocks have
been rife since the project’s inception. Israel and Iran do not share
diplomatic relations, nor do Turkey
and Cyprus. In 2010, Iranian member of Sesame Majid Shahriari was
killed, with Iran subsequently executing a man who allegedly confessed to be trained by Israel’s Mossad to carry out the assassination.
“On the political front, it’s precisely because politics is barred
from the agenda of Sesame Council meetings that Sesame works.
There have been many political
tensions and flash points between
Sesame members over the years but
the Council sticks to the science.
It will be essential to ensure that
this remains true as Sesame moves
into operation and beyond,” said
Llewellyn Smith.
Despite the setbacks, Rabinovici
said he was hopeful that science
would take precedence in future
collaborative efforts between citizens of countries currently on opposite sides politically.
“Some they will like more and
some less but they will be able to
see each other directly and not with
eyes covered with the veil of prejudice. Science does this to you,” he
said.
Ibraheem Juburi is a London-based
correspondent of The Arab Weekly.
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El-Akhbar Braille breaks
barriers for Egypt’s blind
Marwa al-A’sar

Cairo

E

gypt, like many other
Arab countries, is not
known for the quality of
services to its blind community. However, El-Akhbar Braille, a new monthly magazine, aims to be the first officially
licensed publication written by
journalists with visual impairments
to serve Egypt’s more than 3 million
blind people.
El-Akhbar Braille Editor-in-Chief
Ahmed el-Maraghy said he had
long wanted to publish a publication designed for Egypt’s visually
impaired community. After several
false starts, the first edition of ElAkhbar Braille was published in late
April.

The president
promised me
personally to
support the
magazine.

”

El-Akhbar Braille Managing
Editor Ahmed Riyad
Abu Hemeela
“Ten years ago, I met a visually
impaired man who works on printing in Braille. Through him and
others I learned that there was a
huge potential market for this. Ever
since then I have been trying to issue a magazine for the visually impaired,” Maraghy said.
Maraghy previously published a
magazine for the visually impaired
titled Enferad but it was not officially licensed by the government
and quickly lost funding. El-Akhbar
Braille is the first such publication
for the blind to be officially licensed
by the Egyptian government.

“Since then I tried several times
to publish magazines in Braille but
the attempts failed due to funding till the chairman of Akhbar elYoum, Yasser Rizk, adopted the
idea, offering us all the facilities we
needed,” Maraghy said.
Akhbar el-Youm is one of Egypt’s
best-known newspapers, first published in 1944 and with a circulation estimated to be in the millions.
It is state-owned and its editor-inchief is appointed by Egypt’s Shura
Council.
“Afterward, we obtained a licence, the first of its kind in the
Arab world, from the Supreme
Council of Journalism in Egypt,”
Maraghy added.
A number of sponsors in addition to Akhbar el-Youm funded
the magazine. “We needed funding as printing a paper in Braille
costs almost four or five times more
than printing an ordinary paper,”
Maraghy explained.
Egypt’s visually impaired community expressed joy at the news
that there would be a magazine
published in Braille.
“As someone with visual impairment, I used to hold the newspaper
and find myself unable to know
what is inside. I have always hoped
to have a publication that I can read
myself without depending on anyone,” El-Akhbar Braille Managing
Editor Ahmed Riyad Abu Hemeela
said.
A sighted person flicking through
the magazine might think it was
full of blank pages but the raised
dots that make up the Braille writing contain a wealth of information
for Egypt’s blind community.
“In the first edition, we published
an interview with the minister of
youth, one with a star actress, stories on sports and politics, a feature
on human development, a section
for literature, another for women
and one for children,” Abu Hemeela
said.

“We aimed to offer a cultural and
news service for a considerable segment of the society other than the
few books they could read.”
The preparation of the magazine
took about three months, most of
which was spent on dealing with
the details to obtain an official licence and establishing the magazine’s structure and contributors.
“We faced problems with the censorship authority as they objected
even to the idea of a Braille magazine because they had no employees who could read Braille until they
hired someone,” Abu Hemeela said.
“We started with publishing
1,000 copies, targeting visually impaired persons in civil society organisations, libraries at universities
and schools and societies for people
with disabilities. And we are planning to print 3,000 this month.”
Maraghy, the only fully sighted
journalist on staff, concurred.
“Not only did they write the
magazine content, they shared in
distributing it to special places as
well. The whole model is run by this
extraordinary squad of five visually
impaired journalists and one managing editor,” he said.
Abu Hemeela was chosen to represent the magazine staff during a
recent youth conference in which
El-Akhbar Braille received presidential recognition.
“The president promised me personally to support the magazine,”
he said.
Journalist Nahla Suliman, one of
the five staff reporters, described
her experience with the magazine
as a “dream.”
“For me, it is a dream come true
as I have always wished to work in
the field of journalism and I hope it
remains a lovely reality of having a
specialised magazine for the visually impaired,” she said. “It is the
first step.”
El-Akhbar Braille’s plans entail
printing half the magazine in Braille

A dream come true. The cover of the first edition of El-Akhbar
Braille.
and the other half in Arabic for
sighted friends and family members
to be able to read it. The magazine
staff also hopes to have a website
built for the magazine with audio
recordings of stories to reach the
country’s visually impaired online
community.
The magazine’s editorial board
said it wanted to work with blind
Egyptians, a large percentage of

whom are not literate in Braille, to
foster a real sense of community.
That is why one of our planned
activities is to teach people in villages and remote areas how to read
through cooperating with civil society,” Abu Hemeela said. “This is just
the start.”
Marwa al-A’sar is a Cairo-based
journalist.

Cosmetic surgery shows the ugly face of Lebanon

View poi nt
Makram
Rabah

O

ther than the
occasional world
record claim for
having produced the
biggest bowl of
hummus or the
largest shawarma sandwich,
Lebanon typically has little to
brag about. However, among the
pillars of Lebanon’s somewhat
modest economy are its banking
and service sectors, which have
always reached beyond the local
market to the wider Arab region.
Among these services is the
medical tourism industry, whose
reputation for excellence has
been fuelled by Lebanon’s
first-rate medical schools and the
long-standing tradition of
Western expertise gained by
Lebanese doctors during years
spent honing their craft abroad.
However, Lebanon’s reputation
for medical excellence was
recently shattered by the case of
Farah Kassab, a 33-year-old Iraqi
national who died while undergoing a liposuction operation in one
of Lebanon’s pre-eminent plastic
surgery centres.
The surgeon and owner of the
clinic in question, Dr Nader Saab,
a self-proclaimed authority on
plastic surgery in both Lebanon
and the region, was widely
regarded — and not always
positively — for his ambitious and
sometimes intrusive marketing

While Lebanon may be a
trailblazer in medical tourism
within the Arab region, it is
certainly not alone.

campaigns, which some said had
undermined the authority of the
medical profession.
Nevertheless, the death of
Kassab has drawn attention to
not just Saab’s controversial
marketing techniques but to a
system of potential corruption
that risks Lebanon’s position as a
leading destination for medical
tourism, as well as endangering
more innocent lives by incompetent medical professionals and
poorly enforced safety standards.
While all medical procedures
carry an inherent risk, reports
into Kassab’s death point to a
propensity for undue haste on
the part of her surgeon and an

Facts about cosmetic
surgery in Lebanon
There are 87 registered
cosmetic surgeons in
Lebanon and estimated to be
just as many unregistered.
A cosmetic surgeon can
perform about 20 surgeries
a week.
Specialist beauty loans are
available from many banks.
Customers can borrow
$500-$5,000 for a
procedure.
Despite political and
financial difficulties,
demand for cosmetic
procedures remains
undimmed.

intensive care unit ill-equipped
to cope with accidents that haste
can produce. While the latter
might not be solely responsible
for Kassab’s death, the fact that
Saab attempted to move Kassab
to a better-equipped emergency
clinic is enough for many to
suggest some degree of culpability.
While Lebanon may be a
trailblazer in medical tourism
within the Arab region, it is
certainly not alone. Many
countries, including Jordan, are
trying to overtake it, a task made
easier as a result of Kassab’s
death.
Turkey, which ranked sixth in

Lebanon’s
reputation
for medical
excellence
was recently
shattered
by the case
of Farah
Kassab.

the field of medical tourism,
receives more than 152,000
visitors every year, spending
more than $1 billion on medical
procedures ranging from hair
transplants to plastic surgery.
Given the abysmal track record
of success in medical malpractice
cases, as well as the pressures
exerted on the judiciary system
to downplay anything that may
undermine a cornerstone of the
Lebanese economy, Saab might
still survive this storm and return
to his trade.
A month into the incident, the
issue is still pending a judicial
and medical investigation to
determine whether Saab was
negligent or if Kassab’s death was
the result of health complications. Saab has mustered his
media and political network and
counterattacked to restore his
image. He obtained a temporary
judicial order preventing the
Lebanese media from investigating his alleged misconduct,
further validating suspicions of
corruption and flaws in the
Lebanese system.
Kassab’s case came to light
because she was an Iraqi national
from a rich family. This cannot be
said about poor souls who lose
their lives in operation rooms or
at emergency rooms deemed to
be of insufficient interest by the
media.
In all cases the death of Kassab
and the face of Nader Saab
plastered on billboards and
magazines will remain a harsh
reminder of Lebanon’s true ugly
face, one no plastic surgery can
repair.
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Keir Collection of
Islamic Art shines
at Dallas Museum of Art
Mary Sebold

Washington

A

t dinner in London a
few years ago, Sabiha
al-Khemir announced
her appointment as the
first senior adviser for
Islamic art at the Dallas Museum
of Art (DMA). A colleague laughed.
Didn’t Khemir know there was no
Islamic art in Texas?
Khemir said she knew that if
she went to Dallas there would be
Islamic art. A native of Tunisia,
she was founding director of the
Museum of Islamic Art in Doha,
Qatar, which opened in 2008. She
is a writer, illustrator and scholar
whose self-professed goal is to
build bridges between cultures.
Early in her career, she served as
a consultant to the seminal exhibit Al-Andalus: The Art of Islamic Spain, which showed at New
York’s Metropolitan Museum of
Art in 1992.

The collection
gives even people
from the region a
greater
appreciation of
their history and
civilisation.

”

Jim Falk, president and CEO of
the World Affairs Council of
Dallas/Fort Worth
This past April, Khemir and the
DMA opened a gallery for rotating
exhibits from the Keir Collection,
one of the most historically and
geographically comprehensive private holdings of Islamic art.

“For me, it was such a personal
thing. I didn’t have peace until I
got the Keir Collection to the museum,” Khemir said. In the United
States, only the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Arthur M.
Sackler Gallery in Washington
house more Islamic art than the
DMA.
Khemir negotiated a 15-year loan
from Richard de Unger, whose father, Edmund, started acquiring
Islamic art in the 1950s after immigrating to England from Hungary.
He named the collection after Keir
on Wimbledon Common, his first
home in London. The collection includes approximately 2,000 treasures and is particularly known for
its lustre ceramic ware and carved
rock crystal. The DMA plans to exhibit 150 pieces at a time. Most of
the art has never been shown in a
museum setting.
Intentionally located just past
the information desk on the first
floor, visitors cannot miss the gallery. Light fills the rooms. Specialists and newbies, locals and
tourists journey past Quranic
manuscripts; Persian miniature
paintings and a priceless rock
crystal ewer to a room full of lustreware set in a solar pattern. The
gallery features textiles, Edmund
de Unger’s first interest. Designers
organised the works by medium,
then theme, such as Islam’s influence on the West’s renaissance.
“The balance, proportion, refinement and elegance of the gallery
makes you go quiet. A guard told
me he’d be happy to be locked in at
night,” said Khemir, who said she
often roams the gallery incognito.
She found a woman mumbling to
herself in French, surprised that
Dallas had Islamic art. Spiritually
moved, an Iranian doctoral student burst into tears.
Even Richard de Unger, a spe-

cialist in his own right, was left lost
for words.
“As president and CEO of the
World Affairs Council of Dallas/
Fort Worth, I have had the privilege of taking a number of Arabs
through the collection,” said Jim
Falk, who supported bringing the
masterpieces to Texas, which has
the fifth largest population of Muslims in the United States.

The Dallas Museum
of Art plans to
exhibit 150 pieces at
a time.
“Their surprise is uniform. The
fact that the collection spans so
many countries and ages is rare
and gives even people from the region a greater appreciation of their
history and civilisation,” Falk said.
Most visitors head for the rock
crystal ewer from the Fatimid
period (909-1171) of Egypt. They
take a magnifying glass next to
the case and peer into one of the
ewer’s carved roundels. No matter
which spot they choose, they see
reflected the splendid cheetah that
dominates the surface of the ewer.
Experts are still trying to figure out
how its creator accomplished the
feat. At the time, scientists and artists in the area were fascinated by
light and optics.
“The ewer reminds us that we
don’t see everything visible,”
Khemir said.
The same could be said for one
of her favourite pieces, the Homberg ewer made in Syria in 1242 by
Ahmad al-Dhaki, a metalworker
from Mosul in present-day Iraq.
Brass inlaid with silver, it features
scenes of Islamic courtly life on the
upper half and Christian saints and
clergy on the lower. It embodies
the cultural diversity of Iraq. If you

Priceless. Crystal ewer from the Keir Collection.
remove one part of the ewer or the
country, you destroy what it was.
“What creates fear is not knowing,” Khemir said. “I think what
the gallery is trying to do is to open
the eye and the heart. We didn’t
plan to open the exhibit in an anti-Muslim context but it’s all the
more helpful and needed now. We
need to put a face to Islamic histo-

(Courtesy of DMA)

ry and the centuries of beauty that
spilled out to Europe and all over.
“We must get to know the other
and stop talking about Islamic culture without really knowing what
it is.”
Mary Sebold is a Washingtonbased contributor to The Arab
Weekly.

Continued growth of Arabic outside Arab heartlands
Fadi Farhat

London

A

major polemic has been
ignited in Nigerian educational policy in relation to the teaching of
Arabic as a foreign language option instead of French.
This has caused concern among
residents of southern Nigeria,
where language has been equated
with religious affiliation and indoctrination.

These concerns are unfounded
because the option for pupils to
choose Arabic over French has
been around for a while, even if
the matter only recently attracted
public debate.
What the public debate in Nigeria has done is to show the growing appetite for Arabic both as a
regional lingua franca and as a minority language outside traditional
Arab heartlands. Despite this, there
is a chronic lack of funding from
mainstream Arab countries to promote the Arabic language in areas
where Arabic remains vibrant and

alive. Many northern Nigerians are
conversant with Arabic script and
with basic Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) or classical Arabic grammar.

The emergence of
Arabic in areas outside
traditional Arab
League is staggering.
When South Sudan declared
independence in July 2011, there
were wholesale policy plans to
supplant the local dialect of Arabic
(known as Juba Arabic) and replace

Alive and well. A Syrian refugee Adel Bakkour teaches Arabic in Rio de Janeiro, on April 20.

(AFP)

it with Swahili. Six years later, Juba
Arabic is as present as ever and
South Sudan in 2014 applied to
join the Arab League.
Arabic remains strong in Chad
and the so-called transnational
Baggara Belt across central Africa
where there are 3 million speakers in the Darfur region, more than
2 million speakers in Chad, nearly
300,000 speakers in Nigeria as well
as, phenomenally, approximately
170,000 speakers in Cameroon,
150,000 speakers in Niger and a
further 107,000 speakers of Arabic
in the Central African Republic.
Arabic has status as a national
language, recognised constitutionally, in Eritrea and Senegal, where
its presence, understandably, is
the least prominent in a Francophone society. In the Western Sahara and Mauritania, the local Hassaniya dialect of Arabic has spread
into neighbouring north-western
Mali.
Arabic remains a minority language in southern Turkey and
southern Iran in the province of
Khuzestan.
The continued growth and
emergence of Arabic outside the
traditional Arab League region is
staggering. It means that Arabic is
spoken continuously across a distance covering one-seventh of the
Earth’s latitudinal surface if one
counts from the easternmost tip of
Oman in the east to the shores of
the Atlantic Ocean on the beaches
of the Western Sahara. Not many
— if any — languages can make that
claim across one continuous area.
Factoring in the areas where Arabic is spoken in non-Arab League
countries, the total land area of the

language’s reach far exceeds the
size of the whole of Europe (with
all its languages) even if one uses
the easternmost definition of Europe that ventures beyond Moscow and to the Kazakh border.
The growth and emergence of
Arabic outside traditional Arab
heartlands such as Mali, Niger and
Northern Nigeria has been fuelled
by commerce, Arabic’s flexible
dialectology and religious commitment as opposed to pedagogical measures to consolidate this
growth.

More funding will be
necessary given the
growing appetite for
Arabic in Africa and
Asia.
Funding, to promote the growth
of Arabic at any level in these areas, remains non-existent and Arab
powerhouses such as Saudi Arabia
and Egypt (the two most influential Arab countries) have invested
in humanitarian projects and religious education but with very little
emphasis on linguistic education
and development.
Given the growing appetite for
Arabic across parts of Africa and
Asia, such funding will become
necessary to foster and consolidate
the language’s presence. For this
to happen, either one of the Arab
powerhouses must take initiative
or the Arab League must formulate
a set of feasible educational policies.
Fadi Farhat is a lawyer based in
Britain.
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Western-style music bands losing popularity in Egypt
Amr Hussein

Cairo

I

“

t’s a struggle.” The complaint is common among
frustrated Egyptian singers
who choose to perform in
a language other than Arabic, which has limited their popularity and chances of finding work.
International genres, which were
once popular in upper- and middleclass circles, are gradually being
outstripped by Arabic music.
“The general taste is so different
from what it used to be in the 1970s
when international live music dominated nightclubs,” said Shehab
Kasseb, a singer who rose to fame 15
years ago as the front man of popular rock band Screwdriver.
“Rock bands were the main attraction and Arabic singers and
dancers were only given short performances but now international
music fans have become a minority,” he said.

Pop and rock singers
are forced to shift to
Arabic singing to be
able to work.
Western and other foreign music
is rarely played at Egyptian weddings because Arabic songs “get the
party going” more than other genres. People favour the music formula introduced in the late 1980s,
which features hand claps and percussion in every Arabic song and
style.
Bassist Ezz Shahwan said international songs lost their popularity
in Egypt because few people spoke
foreign languages.
“This has affected the general
music culture,” Shahwan said.
“Simple people are the vast major-

ity of Egyptians. They don’t speak
English, so they will not understand the lyrics and, even if they
did, they will not relate to the topics of the songs.”

Western and other
foreign music genres
are rarely played in
Egyptian weddings.
This led Shahwan to shift his focus and play songs with the famous
Arabic band Salalem. Countless
other singers face a similar challenge: They strive to perform in foreign languages but find very little
demand for the genres. Some end
up singing in Arabic and the result
is rarely impressive.
Kasseb’s band occasionally performs at weddings during which he
sings jazz at the request of brides
and bridegrooms but most Egyptians are not familiar with the genre.
“This is why I have to add my
own touch,” he said. “I sing more
modern songs by rock bands like
Bon Jovi and Oasis but in swing or
bebop styles and people enjoy that
because they know the songs.”
In some of these venues, however, Kasseb is asked to play Arabic
songs.
Kasseb does not sing in hotels anymore because, he said, his band is
underpaid, poorly appreciated and
discouraged by hotel managers.
Instead, the hotels prefer to hire
female singers who wear short
dresses and sing in Arabic and English to perform in lobby bars, regardless of their artistic standards.
“In the old days, managers knew
a lot about music and some even
were musicians, so they knew how
to choose performers and also how
to treat them,” Kasseb said.
Even agents fail to get artists like
Kasseb good deals, focusing instead

Ray of hope. Veteran singer Amr Yehia performing on stage.
on Arabic singers.
Artists such as veteran singer Amr
Yehia still see a ray of hope. Yehia,
who emerged in the 1980s and became one of Egypt’s best vocalists,
sings rock and pop with Amr & the
Big Bang Boogie Band, and jazz
with the Cairo Big Band Society.
He said it was unfair to expect
those who sing in foreign languages
to be as popular as those singing in
their mother tongue.
“We can’t deny that Egyptians
have a good ear for music and appreciate quality,” Yehia said. “For
instance, Julio Iglesias was very
popular here despite singing in

languages most Egyptians didn’t
speak. People felt the sincerity in
his singing, which proves that if
you sing with real feelings you will
be listened to, regardless of the language.”
He acknowledged, however, that
finding regular contracts is not
easy, even for Arabic singers competing over attractive venues.
The shrinking of the Westerninspired middle class in Egypt is
largely linked to the drop in popularity of Western music, music specialists said.
Years ago, each of Egypt’s venues
had to have a band that played pop,

(Amr Hussein)

rock, jazz, blues and even Broadway show tunes. That lasted until
the late 1980s but gradually preferences changed with the dwindling
of the middle class. By the end of
that decade, rock bands were almost non-existent in nightclubs.
Yehia, however, said he tries to
perform as frequently as he can. He
sings at weddings.
“This shows that some people are
still willing to listen to international
music on their very special occasions,” he said.
Amr Hussein is an Egyptian
reporter in Cairo.

Essaouira celebrates
20 years of Gnaoua and
World Music Festival
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

T

he southern Moroccan
city of Essaouira celebrated the 20th Gnaoua
and World Music Festival
with a blend of continental styles to the delight of audiences that totalled hundreds of thousands of music lovers.
Neila Tazi, the festival’s founder
and producer, said the event significantly contributes to the rehabilitation of an important heritage
of Morocco, which is the Gnaoui
culture, strongly anchored in a rich
African heritage.
Gnaoua music originated in West
Africa and has become one of the
most spiritual music genres in Morocco thanks to a combination of
poetry invoking saints, rhythmic
melodies and acrobatic dancing
that are believed to drive out evil.
Gnaoua music has blended with
other music styles, such as blues
and jazz, building bridges between
different cultures through an enriched music scene.

The festival shed
light on Morocco’s
African roots.
“In 20 years of existence, the
journey has been considerable and
we wish to recall how, beyond the
cultural dimension, the Gnaoua
and World Music Festival in Essaouira revealed the face of a new
Morocco, authentic and modern,
singular and universal and reso-

lutely African,” Tazi said.
The festival featured a rich musical programme, which started
a few months prior with performances throughout the world.
Gnaoua musicians were invited to
perform at the Bataclan in Paris,
the Barbican in London and Lincoln Centre in New York due to
their increasing popularity.

Essaouira is
classified as a
UNESCO World
Heritage Site for
its rich history
and monuments.
Some renowned names in the
music scene took part in the festival, including Lucky Peterson, Bill
Laurance, Ray Lema and Carlinhos
Brown along with Moroccan musicians.
Band of Gnawa, which mixes
Gnaoua and rock styles, returned
to Essaouira to perform at the
Moulay Hassan stage on June 29
ten years after being created at the
festival.
Loy Ehrlich, artistic director of
the band, said he chose the group’s
name as a tribute to Jimi Hendrix’s
album Band of Gypsys, recorded in
1969.
“I never imagined that all this
would happen, that the Gnaoua
would be on the big scenes and
that fusions would be made… It’s
good to see Gnaoua music lasting
in a world where traditions have
tendencies to be lost,” said Ehrlich.
The festival shed light on Morocco’s African roots.
“This Africa that we are so proud

Vibrant heritage. Gnaoua carnival at the opening ceremony of the festival.
of today in its political and economic dimension is materialised
in its cultural dimension,” said
Tazi.
Moroccan painter Najia Mehadji’s exhibition Gnawa Soul is
on display through July 22 at the
French Institute in Essaouira on
the sidelines of the festival.
“I have been living between
Paris and Essaouira for the last 30
years, which allowed me to know
more about Gnaoua and their customs in their shrines,” Mehadji
said. “This gave me the desire to
create artworks about Gnaoua’s
culture.”

Mehadji’s monochromatic paintings depict Gnaoua costumes flowing like ocean waves and acrobatic
dances.
Mehadji said that three years ago
she felt the need to create works
capturing the “flow of vitality” delivered by the Gnaoua, particularly
during their trance nights.
“I know this work quite well because we hosted Mehadji at the
opening of the French Institute in
Essaouira,” said Anne Dubourg,
director of the French Institute.
“The colours used in the paintings
are the colours that are evoked in
Gnaoua trance nights.”

(Saad Guerraoui)

More than 450,000 people were
expected to attend this year’s
Gnaoua and World Music Festival,
which is growing in popularity
worldwide.
In 2015, Morocco submitted a
formal request to UNESCO for the
inscription of the Gnaoua culture
in the world of oral and intangible
heritage.
Essaouira is classified as a UNESCO World Heritage Site for its
rich history and monuments,
which will likely boost Gnaoua’s chances to be inscribed in
the Lists of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage.
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Agenda
Jounieh:
Through August 15
The Jounieh Summer Festival,
set near Jounieh Bay north of
Beirut, includes performances
from international artists such
as Michael Bolton.
Marrakech:
July 1-31
The Marrakech Festival of
Popular Arts and Folklore
showcases Moroccan traditions, music, dance and costumes through the ages. There
are concerts, exhibitions and
Moroccan street troupe performances.

A housing grid with the Capitol in the background, all undergoing restoration in the Roman site of Oudhna.

Oudhna,
a Roman city in
Tunis’s backyard
Jerry Sorkin

Tunis

D

uring my many years of
living and travelling in
Tunisia, I was always
struck by the great
wealth of archaeological sites throughout the country.
While most visitors are lured by
the sun and sea packages, the intrepid traveller has often been
drawn by the wealth of history,
both Phoenician and Roman, that
are found throughout central and
northern Tunisia.

Anyone who
visits the sites
with knowledgeable
guides is in for a
treat.
While it has yet to be made
known to most of Tunisia’s visitors, the Roman site of Oudhna, or
Uthina, is in the backyard of Tunis and Hammamet, waiting to be
discovered. Less than 45 minutes
from the heart of Tunis, Oudhna
is not a site promoted by Tunisia’s
tourism authorities, presumably

due to renovation taking place.
The site is all the more interesting because of that, however,
particularly for the viewer who is
learning to appreciate archaeology
and how sites are uncovered.
Like many of Tunisia’s archaeological sites, perhaps with the exception of Carthage, it is rare to see
lines of buses and hordes of tourists wandering through the site, as
is often the case in other parts of
the Mediterranean. In this regard,
Tunisia is a gem but a relatively
unknown one.
I asked Aicha Boukari, an experienced tour guide who frequently
helps American clients of travel
companies, why she likes taking
tourists to Oudhna.
“At first view, before reaching
the ancient Roman city, I can already admire the beautiful location with the hills, the farm lands,
the homes and the fertility of the
soil,” she said. “En route to the
site, one passes the amazing aqueduct that, during Roman times,
carried water from the springs of
Zaghouan all the way to Carthage.
All this a mere 45 minutes from
Tunis and we have not yet even arrived to the actual site.”
Walking through the site Boukari points out the amphitheatre,
which is stunningly beautiful and
well preserved. “It could probably

Mosaics are seen at the archaeological site of Oudhna.

Zouk Mikael:
July 4-6
(Jerry Sorkin)

Set in a renovated Lebanese
souk 14km north of Beirut,
the Zouk Mikael International
Summer Festival features
Arab and international artists.
Baalbek:
July 7-August 15
Set in the Roman ruins in
the city of Baalbek in eastern Lebanon, the Baalbeck
International Festival stages
opera, classical music, pop
and jazz concerts and modern
and classical dance performed
by international and Lebanese
artists. This year’s festival
welcomes trumpeter Ibrahim
Maalouf and singer Samira
Said among other performers.
Hammamet:
July 8-August 26
Hammamet, a Tunisian town
on the northern edge of the
Gulf of Hammamet, is the site
of the 53rd Hammamet International Festival. Concerts
and plays are scheduled for
more than a month.
Carthage:
July 13-August 19

A view of the Oudhna underground vaults.
seat 20,000 spectators, with architecture that reflects both Greek
and Roman styles,” she said.
As we continue through the site,
whose unpaved and often unlevel

(Jerry Sorkin)

(Jerry Sorkin)

ground does require one watching his step, Boukari pointed to
the capitol. Though it is missing
some columns, she noted the underground floors and the mosaics.
It is clear that anyone who visits the sites with knowledgeable
guides is in for a treat.
“Sadly, the Tunisian government
does very little to promote our
sites,” Boukari said. “One would
think that after all our tourism industry has gone through since the
January 2011 revolution… — the
dramatic loss of tourism, compounded by the attacks in 2015
at the Bardo Museum and Sousse
beach — that we would be trying
new ways to make our country
known. I really think Tunisia has
so much to offer travellers, if they
only knew.”
My own multiple visits to Oudhna concur with her sentiments,
both regarding how special the site
is and how easy it can be visited
from Tunis. I also agree that Tunisian tourism authorities have yet
to try anything new in promoting
their tourism assets.
“One day, we hope soon, visitors
will return in numbers again and
see that our country is safe, beautiful and ready to welcome all who
come,” Boukari said.
Jerry Sorkin is founder and
president of Iconic Journeys
Worldwide and of TunisUSA. He is
a frequent contributor to The Arab
Weekly.

The Carthage International
Festival is one of the most
compelling arts and cultural
events in North Africa, drawing a mix of local and international performers to Tunisia
over a period of several weeks.
It takes place at the Carthage
Amphitheatre.
Jerash:
July 20-August 5
The Jerash Festival of Culture
and Arts, first organised in
1980, transforms the ancient
Jordanian city of Jerash into
one of the world’s liveliest
cultural events. With singers,
poetry readings, ballet performances, symphony orchestras
and art shows, the Jerash
Festival showcases Jordanian
culture in many different
areas.
Tabarka:
July 21-29
The Tabarka Jazz Festival in
Tunisia returns with renowned international and
local jazz artists such as Beth
Hart, Roberto Fonseca, Stanley Jordan and Oum. Concerts
take place at La Basilique of
Tabarka. Guests also may attend free street performances.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest to
travellers in the Middle East
and North Africa.
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editor@thearabweekly.com

